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Executive Summary
ASI was accepted for Phase I of the DTRA solicitation number 082-005, titled “High Fidelity
Modeling of Building Collapse with Realistic Visualization of Resulting Damage and Debris.”
The purpose of Phase I is to validate the Applied Element Method (AEM) for blast analysis and
progressive collapse.
The project started with collecting available information needed to show the theoretical
background and developments of AEM from the time it originated in 1995 at Tokyo University
through the report date, 2009. This was followed by gathering internal numerical tests that were
performed with AEM for different materials including concrete, steel, bricks, pre-stressed
concrete, etc., under both static and dynamic loading conditions. These cases are presented in
Appendix A of this report
With Poisson’s ratio as a factor that is assumed equals to zero in all AEM formulations, it was
important to show that this material property has insignificant impact on the post-cracking and
collapse behavior of structures.
Since AEM is relatively new compared to the Finite Element Method (FEM), this makes it more
difficult to gain the acceptance of those who have been using FEM for decades. ASI chose to
accept the process of running AEM analysis in a blind numerical test mode. A DTRA contractor
was tasked to release only the information needed to do the numerical analysis and retain all
output results until after the AEM analysis was completed. By following this approach, ASI
avoided speculation that modeling parameters were adjusted to better match the FEM or test
results.
ASI performed 22 blind numerical tests as follows; 9 walls under blast, 2 columns under blast
and 11 case studies for progressive collapse. All 22 cases followed the blind numerical test
approach.
The 9 blast walls had different boundary conditions, thicknesses and distances to the blast
source. No physical test data was available and the AEM was compared to FEM (LS-Dyna®
software). All the 9 cases showed excellent agreement with the FEM in terms of loaddisplacement and failure pattern.
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Next, ASI conducted two blind numerical tests with reinforced concrete (RC) columns referred
here as Sample 1 and Sample 2. In these cases, column Sample 1 was severely damaged, but did
not fail, due to a blast while column Sample 2 was damaged from a structural point of view. The
blind numerical tests showed that AEM obtained reliable results. The general conclusion was
that the AEM failure shape, displacement mode and failure modes all agreed with the physical
test findings.
Finally, ASI was tasked to perform progressive collapse analysis for 11 case studies for a 5 story
reinforced concrete building composed of columns and flat slabs with varying reinforcement
details. Three columns were removed, one at a time, from the building perimeter. The results of
the simulations were compared to a proprietary FEM software program. In cases where no
collapse occurred, the AEM obtained similar results to the FEM confirming the conclusion that
both methods have the same accuracy for highly nonlinear behavior when no collapse occurs. In
the author’s opinion, the study also showed that the AEM results were closer to engineering
judgment than the FEM results since all failures were local and occurred around the removed
columns. It showed also that the problems of suspected hour glassing of elements that occurs
with the FEM for large deformations range did not occur with the AEM simulations.
It is the Author’s belief that it was shown throughout this report that the AEM can be used as an
effective engineering tool to provide high fidelity modeling of building collapse with a realistic
visualization of the resulting damage and debris. The modeling and analysis time took 10-12
hours using the AEM making it more efficient than FEM, which can take much longer depending
on modeling complexity. AEM provides a practical tool for modeling and analyzing such
complicated phenomena.
Appendix A contains cases where AEM has been utilized as a demolition planning tool and for
third party research focused on studying the AEM applied to progressive collapse, demolition
optimizations, earthquakes, etc. The research findings include 12 recently published papers that
provide favorable insight into the AEM in different structures under extreme loading.
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1 Introduction
A structure may be subjected during its lifetime to extreme loading conditions that exceed its
design loads. Amongst these loading conditions are major earthquakes, explosions, unexpected
impact forces, and fire. Typically, structures are not being designed to resist such extreme loads
due to economic reasons. Life safety considerations necessitate that in the event of an extreme
loading condition on a building, people can be evacuated safely before the building collapses.
This requires a forecast about whether a building would eventually collapse in such an event or
not, and such a forecast is applicable for new structures as well as existing structures. By
reviewing the casualties caused by previous major earthquakes around the world, it was found
that more than 90% of death toll was due to structural collapse of buildings and bridges. A
forecast that the towers of the World Trade Center would collapse from the extreme impact load
and fire resulting from the plane crashes on Sept. 11th, 2001 may have saved thousands of
human lives.
Design of structures to resist progressive collapse has been the focus of building code changes in
the past few years. To be able to prevent progressive collapse, the design engineer should be able
to accurately predict how the structure would respond to the sudden loss of one or more of the
supporting columns.
Computer simulation is an important key to determine performance of structures in extreme
loading conditions. The Finite Element Method (FEM) was proven to be an accurate method for
structural analysis under different kinds of loads. However, for analysis of structures under blast
loads or for progressive collapse, FEM cannot be easily used. FEM is based on continuum
mechanics where elements are connected throughout the analysis. Separating these elements
from each other is possible, but needs a qualified researcher to be able to perform this task. This
is why FEM applications for progressive collapse were kept only for researchers rather than
engineers. On the other hand, analysis methods based on rules of discrete material cannot be
used to predict behavior of continuum elements. Structures during a collapse situation pass
through a continuum stage first, then through a discrete stage. The computer simulation needs to
follows the two behavior stages in order to answer the following questions:


Will the structure collapse in an extreme loading event?



What is the mode of collapse of the structure?
7
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How long would it take for the structure to get to a complete collapse?



What happens to adjacent structures when falling debris collide with them?



What is the footprint of debris due to the collapse of a structure?

These questions are samples of questions that cannot be answered without having a forecast of
the structural performance when subjected to an extreme loading event.
Applied Element Method (AEM) was developed at the Disaster Mitigation Engineering Lab at
Tokyo University in 1995 to create a link between the advantages of FEM for continuum
mechanics and DEM for discrete mechanics. It was proven that the method can follow the
behavior of the structure through the application of loads, crack initiation and propagation,
element separation, formation of debris and collision between falling debris and other structural
components in reasonable time, reliable accuracy and using relatively simple material models.
The purpose of this report is to validate the AEM. Since AEM was developed more than 14 years
ago, it was important to present the validity of AEM through research and application that AEM
could perform besides to the tasks conducted at this proposal with blind numerical tests.
This report consists of 8 chapters including the introduction (1) above.
Chapter 2 covers the basic theory behind the AEM. It discusses the element and spring
formulation, degrees of freedom, stiffness matrix formation, element collision, etc. It also shows
the ways to model reinforcement bars and steel sections. It also discusses advantages of the AEM
compared to the FEM when creating complicated structural models.
Chapter 3 discusses the effects of Poisson’s ratio, which assumed equals to zero in the AEM
formulation. It shows the conclusions of some researchers regarding this material property and
when it should be considered or when it can be ignored. It also shows various progressive
collapse and blast studies where Poisson’s ratio was not considered while the results obtained
were accurate and reliable.
Chapter 4 shows results of the first blind numerical test of 9 walls with different supporting
conditions subjected to various blast loads. The results are compared to the FEM results output
from LS-Dyna®. The effects of element size and time step are also studied using one of the wall
models.
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Chapter 5 shows the comparison of the AEM to a reinforced concrete (RC) column subjected to
blast loads. The column had severe deformations but did not collapse. The analysis results of
AEM are compared to the physical test results. Different modeling options of reinforcement
rebar are also presented.
Chapter 6 presents the blind numerical test comparison of the AEM to an RC column subjected
to vertical loads plus high pressure loads from a blast. The AEM results are compared with the
physical test results.
Chapter 7 presents an extensive study of a 5 story reinforced concrete column- flat slab building
subjected to different columns removal. The building behavior is highly complicated and
dependent on the reinforcement curtailments, cracking and crushing of concrete, yield of
reinforcement rebar and element separation. AEM is compared to a proprietary FEM software
program and the results are discussed in detail.
Chapter 8 presents the general conclusions of Phase I
Finally the Appendix A discusses samples of research using the AEM in the fields of progressive
collapse, earthquake engineering, blast analysis, etc. The research was conducted at well-known
respected universities all over the world. It also includes various validation examples that were
performed in-house by ASI scientists and engineers. This appendix also summarizes some of
previous demolition analysis and collapse analysis that were conducted by ASI.
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2 Basic Theory behind AEM
The Applied Element Method (Meguro and Tagel-Din 2000, 2001, 2002) is an innovative
modeling method adopting the concept of discrete cracking. In the Applied Element Method
(AEM), the structures are modeled as an assembly of relatively small elements, made by dividing
of the structure virtually, as shown in Figure 2-1b. The elements are connected together along
their surfaces through a set of normal and shear springs. The two elements shown in Figure 2-1c
are connected by normal and shear springs located at contact points, which are distributed on the
element faces. Normal and shear springs are responsible for transfer of normal and shear stresses,
respectively, from one element to the other. Springs represent stresses and deformations of a
certain volume as shown in Figure 2-1c.
Concrete spring

a
Volume represented by
a normal spring and 2
shear springs

b

a
Reinforcing bar spring

a. Structure

b. Element generation for
c. Spring distribution and area of
AEM
influence of each pair of springs
Figure 2-1 Modeling of Structure to AEM

2.1 Connectivity Springs
AEM elements are connected together through a series of springs that connect adjacent element
faces. The generation of these springs is automatically performed in the software. These springs
represent continuity between elements. The springs reflect the different material properties.
Strains, stresses, and failure criteria are all calculated and estimated using these springs. This
section describes the different types of springs used by AEM

2.1.1 Matrix Springs
Referring to Figure 2-2, “matrix springs” are those springs that connect two adjacent elements
and are representing the main structural material. For example, for a reinforced concrete
structure, these springs represent the concrete material; for a steel structure, these springs
represent the steel material. These springs adopt all material type and properties defined in the
user interface. In order to automatically generate the springs between faces, the faces must be
10
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exactly in the same plane. Otherwise, springs will not be generated at connecting faces, as
demonstrated in Figure 2-3, and the two elements behave as if they belong to two separate
objects separated by a gap.

Z

Element 1

Y

Element 2

x

Element 1

Normal Springs

Element 1

Element 1

Shear Springs x-z

Shear Springs y-z

Figure 2-2 Connectivity Matrix Springs

Connectivity
springs generated

No connectivity
springs generated

>>
Figure 2-3 Condition for Creation of Matrix Springs

When the average strain between these two adjacent faces reaches a specific limit called the
separation strain which is specified in the material property section in the user interface, springs
between these two faces are removed and it is assumed that these elements behave as two
separate rigid bodies for the remainder of the analysis. Even if the same two elements meet
again, they meet as a contact between two separate rigid bodies.
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At every calculation point, three springs are set for matrix springs. One for normal stresses and
the other two springs are for the shear stresses. Average normal strain is calculated by having the
average of absolute values of strains on each face. When the average strain value at the element
face reaches the separation strain, which is usually a large strain that confirms full element
separation, all springs at this face are removed and elements are not connected any more until
they collide. If they collide together, they collide as rigid bodies as will be discussed at Sec. 2.3.

2.1.2 Reinforcement Springs
In reinforced concrete structures, the “Matrix Springs” are those springs representing the
concrete material as shown in Figure 2-2. The reinforcement springs are those springs
representing the existence of steel bars as shown in Figure 2-4.

Z

Element 1

Y

Element 2

Reinforcing
bar

x

Element 1

Normal Springs

Element 1

Shear Springs x-z

Element 1

Shear Springs y-z

Figure 2-4 Reinforcement Springs

The reinforcement springs represent the material properties, exact location and area of the
reinforcement bars. Similar to matrix springs, three springs are used to represent all the possible
force components. These springs are set at the intersection of the reinforcement bar and the
element boundary, as shown in Figure 2-4, and they are generated automatically by the ELS®
software. The normal spring takes the direction of reinforcement bar irrespective of the element
face direction. The other two springs represent reinforcement bar behavior in shear. The
reinforcement bar springs are cut when the reinforcement bar stresses satisfy the Von Misses
failure criteria illustrated in Figure 2-7
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2.2 Constitutive Models and Failure Criterion
Fully nonlinear path-dependent constitutive models for reinforced concrete are adopted in the
AEM as shown in Figure 2-5. For concrete in compression, elasto-plastic and fracture model is
adopted (Maekawa and Okamura 1983). When concrete is subjected to tension, linear stressstrain relationship is adopted till cracking of concrete springs, where the stresses drop to zero.
For steel bars, Ristic et al (1986) model is used for the envelope and interior loops.
The concrete is cracked when the principal tensile stresses reaches the cracking strength of
concrete as shown in Figure 2-6.
Referring to Figure 2-5, the concrete behavior in shear is linear till it reaches the cracking strain,
which is calculated based on principle stress criteria. Once the springs reach the cracking
criterion, the whole shear strength value at the face of the crack is redistributed (RV=1.0). Once
the crack is closed, the shear behavior is back in effect in linear way and it is dominated by the
friction coefficient as far as the crack is closed. This indicates that all cracks at the model are
considered as physical cracks that open and close in a way close to what happens in reality.

Concrete

Steel

Figure 2-5 Constitutive Models for Concrete and Steel
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Figure 2-6 Cracking Criterion in AEM

Implicit steel structure is modeled as shown in Figure 2-8. The cross section is divided into cells
where steel springs are put at the location of steel section elements. There are three main
assumptions for the modeling of steel sections:
1-

The interaction between the normal stresses in the two perpendicular directions of the
plates constituting the steel section is not taken into consideration. This is in fact acceptable
when dealing with frame structures where the longitudinal direction represents the main
direction of stresses in the steel section.

2-

If two steel plates segments meet at the same element, then these two segments are always
connected and never separate. Since the element itself is not allowed to separate, the failure
will always be allowed at the element boundary instead of the intersection between the
steel plate segments. Hence, elements of small size should be used to allow for failure
inside the steel connections. When elements of large size are used at connection, the failure
will occur at the connection interface with members rather than inside the connection itself.

3-

The steel spring failure criterion, either RFT spring or Implicit Steel or Explicit Element, is
following Von Misses as shown in Figure 2-7
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Figure 2-7 Failure criteria of steel springs

Steel Springs

Figure 2-8 Modeling of Steel Members

As for bare steel members, the same concept is followed where only elements containing parts of
the steel section are used while other elements are considered as vacuum elements with no
material inside as shown in Figure 2-8. It should be emphasized that the failure criteria for steel
bars or implicit steel springs is the same, following 1-D models and Von-Misses criterion for
cutting the reinforcement bars or implicit steel.
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2.3 Elements Collision
One of the main break-through features in AEM is automatic element contact detection. The user
does not have to predict where or when contact/separation will occur. Elements may contact and
separate, re-contact again or contact other elements without any kind of user intervention. This
reduces the dependency of the obtained results upon the qualifications of the user.
There are several types of contacts; element corner-to-element face contact, element edge-toelement edge contact and element corner-to-ground contact. Figure 2-9, Figure 2-10 and Figure
2-11 illustrate the three types of contact, respectively. Whenever elements are in contact, normal
and shear springs are added at the contact location and they are removed when elements separate.

Shear spring in y

Shear spring in X

Con
spr tact s
hea
ing

r

Normal Spring
Figure 2-9 Corner- to-Corner Contact

ar
he
s
t
ac
nt g
o
n
C ri
sp

Contact
normal spring

Figure 2-10 Edge-to–edge contact

Ground

Ground

Shear spring in y

Shear spring in X
Figure 2-11 Corner- to-Ground Contact

Ground
Normal Spring
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2.4 Degrees of Freedom
Each single element has 6 degrees of freedom; 3 for translations and 3 for rotations. Relative
translational or rotational motion between two neighboring elements cause normal or shear
stresses in the springs located at their common face as shown in Figure 2-12. These connecting
springs represent stresses, strains and connectivity between elements. Two neighboring elements
can be separated once all the springs connecting them are ruptured.

Figure 2-12 Stresses in springs due to relative displacements

2.5 Global Stiffness Matrix
Referring to Figure 2-13, for each spring connecting two elements, a 12x12 stiffness matrix is
generated (since every element has 6 DOF). This matrix depends at the spring material and
status. For example, it takes into account whether the spring is for steel or concrete. In case of
concrete, it considers whether the spring is already cracked or reached compressive failure
criteria. In case of steel, it also follows the constitutive stress-strain relations. These matrices are
assembled at the structural overall stiffness matrix. The dynamic equation and the solution
procedure is the same as the conventional implicit FEM as shown in Figure 2-14
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Figure 2-13 Assembly of Global Stiffness Matrix

M yi   Ci y i   K i yi   Fi 

Incremental Equation of Motion

requested
Step-by-step integration (Newmark-beta) method

y i   yi t  yi t

Acceleration

yoo(ti+t)

y i   y i t  1 yi t 2  yi t 2
2

t
Time
ti

ti +t

Figure 2-14 Solution of Dynamic Equations at AEM Model

2.6 Modeling of 3-D Structures with AEM vs. FEM
It should be emphasized that the AEM has unique advantages in modeling that make it much
easier that the FEM. These advantages are the reason behind the fast modeling performed for all
case studies presented in this report. The simplicity in modeling described below makes it easy
even for non-engineers to build a very complicated model. Since the engineer or scientist time is
always limited and expensive, having the model totally generated by non-engineers saves a lot of
time and makes it handy tool for many projects. The scientist or engineer role starts after
building the models to generate proper loads or boundary conditions which are usually fast
compared to building the model itself. The main reasons behind the fast modeling are
summarized in this section:
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2.6.1 Connectivity between Different Components
It is well known that building a reliable FEM model takes, in complicated cases, more time than
the time needed to solve the problem itself. The reason behind this is that elements should all be
connected through nodes. This is one of reasons why the Mesh-Free methods are developed to
make it easy to build complicated 3-D meshes without needs to connect nodes through elements.
Referring to Figure 2-15, the two FEM elements are not connected due to partial overlap
between elements. The only way to connect these two elements is to make a special constraint to
link the adjacent nodes to each other. This process is of course time consuming and needs a
qualified user to make it. The use of transition elements to connect adjacent components is also a
complicated process especially in 3-D and results in many added elements. Contrary to FEM, the
same two elements are connected automatically with AEM. This feature is one of reasons why
AEM is much faster in modeling.

FEM
No Connectivity

AEM
Connectivity included

Figure 2-15 Connectivity between Elements at FEM vs AEM

For example, consider a single bay frame with two columns and one girder modeled using 3-D
brick elements. Both FEM and AEM can generate the mesh easily for each of the columns and
the girder. While this is what is needed for AEM, the FEM user still needs to adjust the
connectivity between the columns and the girder.
Referring to Figure 2-16, the bridge components are all meshed independently and this makes
the whole process of building the model fast as the user does not have to adjust the mesh at
interfaces. The same concept applied for the inclined shear wall shown in Figure 2-17. While it is
complicated to adjust the wall nodes to the slab nodes, no action is needed using AEM. Finally
the model shown in Figure 2-18 may takes days to adjust the mesh of each brick to the adjacent
brick and also to adjust the glass window mesh to the window frame, while no action is needed
19
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using AEM. It is still recommended to have elements of comparable size adjacent to each other;
however, the elements do not have to match exactly the corners to each other.

Easy Mesh Generation

Figure 2-16 Simplicity of Modeling a Bridge Deck using AEM
AEM

FEM

Auto elements
connectivity

Difficult meshing
and For
Compatibility
Merge Nodes of
Slab and Column

Figure 2-17 Simplicity of Modeling Shear Wall at AEM Compared to FEM
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Concrete Slab

Girder

Column

Win

dow
Fra
me

Brick
Wall

Glass Windo
w

Figure 2-18 Simplicity of Connecting Different Components at AEM

2.6.2 Modeling of Steel Sections
Considering the simplicity of connecting adjacent structural components to each other which was
described at section 2.6.1, it is now easy to build real 3-D steel structures using AEM. It is
already known that using 3-D brick elements with FEM to build a fully 3-D steel structure, as the
model shown in Figure 2-19 and Figure 2-20, is time consuming considering the connectivity
between different steel plates especially when the plates are of different width or thickness.
Referring to Figure 2-20, using AEM modeling, the steel sections are generated and connected
fully from styles shown in Figure 2-19. So, the user can be even non-engineer who can build the
whole steel structure model. No further actions are needed to connect these two adjacent sections
and this reduced the modeling time and modeler qualifications considerably.
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Figure 2-19 Modeling of Complicated Steel Structures using Styles

Figure 2-20 Automatic Connectivity at Interfaces Makes it Easy to Build Complicated Steel Structures.

Figure 2-21 Reinforcement Details are Generated from Cross Section Styles
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2.6.3 Modeling of Reinforcement Bars
Since reinforcement bars are modeled using springs, it is sufficient for the software to know the
start, the end, area and material of each reinforcement bar segments in the model to generate all
steel springs. In brief, the user interface deals with real cross section reinforcement details,
covering, stirrups spacing, etc., which the user is familiar with. Referring to Figure 2-21, it is
only important to know the girder and pier cross section details, like concrete cover, number of
bars, bar diameter, etc., to generate the whole reinforcement detail for the whole bridge model.
The calculation core converts such reinforcement bars into normal and shear springs at the
appropriate locations. Using springs to model rebar means that they are perfectly bonded to the
concrete. However, it is still an option to the user to model steel bars using elements to control
the bond behavior between the rebar and the concrete.

2.7 AEM Validation
Since AEM was developed 1995, a lot of research has been conducted using AEM in 2-D and 3D. Appendix A of this report shows the current research conducted using 3-D AEM.
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3 Poisson’s Ratio
3.1 Poisson's Ratio in Smeared and Discrete Crack Approaches
Figure 3-1 shows a schematic explanation for the behavior of a concrete panel under axial
compression. In the elastic stage, and when the panel is compressed, the effect of Poisson's ratio
is clear and it is usually small and equals 0.15 as shown in Figure 3-1a. With the increase in axial
compression, and due to the lateral tensile stresses, vertical cracks develop and consequently the
lateral deformations increase as shown in Figure 3-1b. The lateral deformation in this case is a
combination of the crack widths (which is dominant) along the cracked zones and the Poisson's
ratio effect in the un-cracked zone between cracks. In smeared crack approach (Figure 3-1d), the
crack width is not possible to be included, therefore, it is implicitly considered as a magnification
of Poisson's ratio approaching 0.5 and even more as shown at Okamura et al1). This assumption
may be acceptable for the deformation characteristics. However, from stresses point of view, it
has a drawback which is incorrectly transmitting tensile stresses in the transverse direction where
the stresses are released due to the development of cracks. On the contrary, in discrete crack
approach (Figure 3-1c), the lateral deformations result mainly from cracking while neglecting the
effects of the Poisson's ratio in the un-cracked slices. Considering that most of deformations are
due to crack openings, neglecting Poisson’s ratio when discrete elements are used is closer to the
real case.
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(a) Before Cracking

(b) After Cracking

(c) Discrete Crack

(d) Smeared Crack

Figure 3-1 A schematic explanation for the behavior of a concrete panel under uniform axial compression

3.2 Is It Accurate to Consider Poisson’s Ratio in Cracked Concrete
Sections?
According to Park and Gamble2, Poisson's ratio has often been zero for cracked concrete slab.
They state that while Poisson's ratio for concrete is almost 0.15 before cracking, it has little
influence on the strength of the structure. The influence of Poisson's ratio on the behavior of
cracked concrete is expected to be less than homogenous materials since the tensile stress
element in the slabs consist of crossing discrete steel bars which are not connected, nor
necessarily even touching. Consequently, steel stresses in x-direction can affect that in ydirection only by being transmitted through the concrete, and this would not be expected to be an
efficient transfer because of cracking and large differences in the values of Young's modulus of
the materials. Poisson's ratio would have some influence on the concrete compressive stresses
but these are not controlling stresses in most slab systems. Park and Gamble2 also explained that
the true value of Poisson's ratio varies over the area of the slab depending on the severity of
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cracking. It is 0.15 for un-cracked concrete and must approach zero as the slab approaches the
fully cracked state.
Priestley3 also pointed out, if the deck slab is conventionally reinforced in two perpendicular
directions and subject to cracking, the concept of Poisson’s ratio in the cracked zone becomes
meaningless and interaction is inappropriate. Also, Murtuza and Cope4 performed nonlinear
FEM analysis of single span reinforced concrete spine beam bridge in which they assumed
Poisson's ratio to have a constant value in the uncracked zones while set to zero in cracked
zones.

3.3 Progressive Collapse Analysis with "FEM"
Due to the complexity of using the FEM for progressive collapse analysis, researches formerly
simplified the problem by adopting the fiber element technique (also known as beam element or
frame element techniques). In fiber element technique, 3D frame element is used with non-linear
behavior included at Gauss points where the section is discretized into a mesh of "cells" of
concrete and reinforcing bars 5, 6, 7, 8.
Figure 3-2 shows the section discretization and the constitutive model for fiber by Miao and Ma5.
This type of element does not consider the lateral deformations (Poisson's ratio) since it
represents, in fact, one-dimensional elements. This might reflect the less significance of the role
of the lateral deformations in reinforced concrete structures, especially after cracking.
Figure 3-2 through Figure 3-6 show the models of Miao and Ma5, Kaewkulchai and
Williamson6,7 and Angew and Marjanishvili8, respectively.

Figure 3-2 Fiber model for progressive collapse analysis of framed structures (Miao and Ma5)
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Figure 3-3 Progressive collapse analysis by Miao and Ma5)

Figure 3-4 Progressive collapse analysis by Kaewkulchai and Williamson6)

Figure 3-5 Progressive collapse analysis by Kaewkulchai and Williamson7
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Figure 3-6 Progressive collapse analysis by Angew and Marjanishvili 8

3.4 Other Methods for Structural Analysis
There are other reputable methods used for highly nonlinear structural analysis and do not
include Poisson’s ratio in their formulation. This section describes other methods and samples of
those applications.

3.4.1 Discrete Element Method (DEM)
DEM is being used for structural analysis under extreme loads and rock failure extensively. It is
also coupled with FEM in many simulations including blast and failure analysis9,10. The
formulation of DEM does not consider Poisson’s ratio into account as it mainly depends of
simulating the material as particles. The time step used at DEM is very small (Explicit
Dynamics). Referring to Figure 3-7, Camborde et al11 used DEM to model the blast effects at a
concrete girder and got an excellent correlation with the experiment in terms of the structural
behavior and fragmentations, although Poisson’s ratio effect was not considered. For more
details, refer to Ref. 11.
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Figure 3-7 Blast Analysis using DEM by Camborde F. et al 11

3.4.2 Truss and Lattice Element Methods
These methods are well known for high accuracy for crack initiation and propagation in concrete
and other structures. These methods are simple and based on discretizing the structure into very
small mesh of either truss elements or frame elements (Lattice method). These methods are
superior to FEM in tracing the crack initiation and propagation, although they don’t consider
Poisson’s ratio into formulation. For more details about the method itself and its applications,
refer to Ref. 12 and 13.

3.4.3 Lattice-Discrete Particle Methods
This method is a recent method that depends at linking the Lattice method with Discrete (or
Particle) method. Examples of research performed with this method are presented at references
14, 15 and 16. Referring to Ref. 14 and Figure 3-8, this method could be used to study the
penetration problems, which is a highly confined problem. It could obtain good results without
considerations of Poisson’s ratio effects in the formulation of either Lattice or Discrete (or
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particle) approaches. The authors at Ref. 16 could adjust the Poisson’s ratio through some
modeling parameters to be correct within elastic range, however, the value of Poisson’s ratio
reaches 0.5 and even higher value of 1.5 and 2.0 based on the measured parameters at the
numerical experiment which confirms that the lateral deformations are basically a result of
discrete crack opening rather than Poisson’s ratio as discussed before at Sec. 3.1.

Figure 3-8 Lattice-Particle Discrete Method used to Simulate Penetration of a Bullet in an RC Slab14

3.5 Comparison between AEM and Experiments and FEM through
Current DTRA Project
Poisson’s ratio is not taken into account for all 3-D analyses made with the current project. It
should be emphasized that comparing ELS® software with LS-Dyna® gave very good
agreement although Poisson’s ratio was not considered in all nine tests of ELS®. This was a full
blind numerical test of nine walls subjected to different blast loads. The wall support conditions
were variable and the behavior of the wall material was elastic-perfect plastic. It is well known
that the behavior of walls and slabs, especially totally fixed ones, is affected by Poisson’s ratio.
However, the difference is very small as will be shown at the context of this report.
Comparing the results of ELS® to the proprietary FEM software program, ELS® results were in
good agreement with FEM results. In some cases, in the author’s opinion, ELS® results made
more sense and agreed to the engineering predictions than FEM results.
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ELS® was compared with real blast data to columns (DTRA Sample 1 and Sample 2). Poisson’s
ratio was not considered and the results were good and reliable for both DTRA Sample 1 and
Sample 2.
Referring to Appendix A, many other validations for elastic, concrete and steel structures
subjected to static or dynamic loadings are presented. None of the presented cases takes
Poisson’s ratio effect into account and the results are in good agreement with the experiment or
live testing.

3.6 Conclusions
Poisson’s ratio is an important factor before cracking occurs in reinforced concrete structures. Its
value for concrete should be reduced gradually from 0.15 till zero when concrete cracks. Once
cracks occur, the transverse deformations are mainly dominated by crack openings rather than
Poisson’s ratio. FEM uses Poisson’s ratio after cracking to represent the transverse crack opening
which causes lateral deformations. This is an assumption with a drawback of causing tensile
stresses at the cracked zones using FEM. Such approximation is not needed in AEM since all
cracks are discrete cracks. It was also shown that many methods and researchers conducted blast
analysis and progressive collapse analysis without Poisson’s ratio being considered before or
after cracking. During the current DTRA project, blind numerical tests comparing between AEM
results to both FEM results and experimental results showed good agreement. Hence, it is
concluded that neglecting Poisson’s ratio at AEM should not affect its results for blast or
progressive collapse analysis.
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4 Analysis of Walls Subjected to Blast using AEM
In this section, the results of blind numerical tests conducted to compare AEM results with LSDyna® are introduced. All AEM analyses results were documented before disclosing the LSDyna® results.

4.1 Model Description
Nine walls were simulated. Table 4-1 shows the wall description for the nine case studies. Table
4-2 shows the walls dimensions and material properties used by LS-Dyna® and AEM. In all
runs, elements are connected using 5x5 springs in normal, 5x5 springs in shear in both directions.
The mesh used for every case is illustrated in Table 4-2 and shown in Figure 4-1. Basically, all
cases have the same mesh, 70x35x1 (Figure 4-1a) except for Case-1 and Case-7. For Case-1,
mesh sensitivity analysis is performed using 140x70x2 mesh (Figure 4-1b). Since the wall in
Case 7 is relatively thick, Figure 4-1c, the mesh used is 1x60x5 assuming the behavior is 2-D
(since the wall is simply supported and Poisson’s ratio =0 at all simulations).
It should be noted that, contrary to FEM models, the supporting conditions are applied to the
element CG not the corners (nodes at FEM). In some cases this may make small differences in
results when comparing to FEM due to difference in support location. Designations of charge
size are called out as T1, T2, and T3. Standoff distance is designated as S1.
Table 4-1: Case Studies of Wall under Blast Pressure
Case #

Charge

Wall Description

Component
No.

Mesh
Used
70x35x1

Case-1

T1 @ S1

12 ft one-way span with simple supports

1

Case-2

T1 @ S1

20 ft x 12 ft high with three sides fixed (free along top)

2

70x35x1

Case-3

T1 @ S1

20 ft x 12 ft high with all sides fixed

3

70x35x1

Case-4

T2 @ S1

12 ft one-way span with simple supports

1

70x35x1

Case-5

T2 @ S1

20 ft x 12 ft high with three sides fixed (free along top)

2

70x35x1

Case-6

T2 @ S1

20 ft x 12 ft high with all sides fixed

3

70x35x1

Case-7

T3 @ S1

12 ft one-way span with simple supports

1A

1x60x5

Case-8

T3 @ S1

20 ft x 12 ft high with three sides fixed (free along top)

2A

70x35x1

Case-9

T3 @ S1

20 ft x 12 ft high with all sides fixed

3

70x35x1

140x70x2
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Table 4-2: Dimensions and Material Properties for Different Components
Component
No.

Wall Description

1

12 ft one-way span with
simple supports (20 ft
wide)
20 ft x 12 ft high with
three sides fixed (free
along top)
20 ft x 12 ft high with all
sides fixed

2

3
1A

2A

12 ft one-way span with
simple supports (20 ft
wide)
20 ft x 12 ft high with
three sides fixed (free
along top)

Thickness
(in)

fy (psi)

E (psi)

Poisson’s
Ratio (FEM
Only)

Density
lb-ms2/in4

4.2

1585

3320500

0.167

266

6.75

1500

3320500

0.167

266

6.75

1500

3320500

0.167

266

10.45

2358

3834250

0.167

258

10

1136.32

3320500

0.167

270

a) Case of 70x35x1
b)140x70x2 meshes
c) 1x60x5
Figure 4-1: Boundary Conditions and Mesh Shape for Different Components
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4.2 Loading
The applied pressure history for the case of T1, T2, and T3 are shown in Figure 4-2, Figure 4-3
and Figure 4-4 respectively. In actual case, the pressure history should be variable for each point
at the wall. Since the purpose of this study is to compare the AEM results to the FEM results in
case of pressure-time history, the load is simplified in both AEM and FEM to be one pressure
history that is applied to the whole wall.
Referring to Figure 4-2, it is obvious that there is a high suction following the positive pressure
phase which will impact the dynamic response of the wall as will be illustrated.
There are no provided details how LS-Dyna® deals with the structure own weight. Using AEM,
the analysis was conducted in two stages as follows:
1- The own weight is applied statically during stage 1 in 10 steps
2- Then the blast pressure is applied to the wall.
The time step used in the analysis of all cases is equal to the original time step between original
readings of the pressure-time history. It is around 0.0001 for all cases.
The AEM time step is user defined since it uses implicit formulations. Hence, the proper time
step is a function of the applied load (especially in an impact loading) and also the expected
structural vibration period and highest vibration mode to be taken into account in the analysis.
90
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Pressure (Psi)
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0
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0
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Time (Sec.)

Figure 4-2: Pressure-Time History Applied to the Wall in Case of T1 Charge
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Figure 4-3: Pressure-Time History Applied to the Wall in Case of T2 Charge
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Figure 4-4: Pressure-Time History Applied to the Wall in Case of T3 Charge
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4.3 Material Models
The material model applied at LS-Dyna® simulations is elastic-perfectly plastic model which
assumes zero stiffness after reaching the yield strength. Since this model is not yet available at
AEM solver, the steel model, shown in Figure 4-5, was used instead. The steel material model of
ELS® has the following differences compared to the elastic-perfectly plastic model used by LSDyna®:
1-

Post-yield stiffness = E/100 not zero as in LS-Dyna®.

2-

When unloading occurs, the unloading is following a curved path instead of straight line
(Bauschinger’s effect) which causes some curvature in the unloading path of the stressstrain curve. This is expected to cause some cumulative differences between LS-Dyna®
and AEM especially after few cycles of vibration, if any.

Other assumptions are:
1-

1-D material models are applied at each set of springs.

2-

Poisson's ratio is considered as 0 in ELS® while it was considered at the default value of
0.2 within LS-Dyna®.

3-

Strain rate is not taken into account.

4-

There is also no external damping.

5-

All material models are considered 1-D which means that the effects of confinements are
not considered.

Figure 4-5: Stress-Strain Material Model used in the Verification with Elastic-Perfectly Plastic Model used at
LS-Dyna®
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4.4 Blind Numerical Test Results
4.4.1 Case-1
In this case, a simply supported wall is subjected to the pressure history associated with T1
(Figure 4-2). The comparison between both ELS® and LS-Dyna® is shown in Figure 4-6. It is
clear that the overall behavior agrees well for the first and second peaks. The difference between
results during the suction phase may be attributed to the difference in unloading behavior or
unsupported length. Figure 4-7 shows the stress-strain relation of an outer spring. There is no
provided stress-strain output to compare using LS-Dyna®.
5

ELS
LS-Dyna
4

Displacement (in.)

3

2

1

0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

0.12

0.14

0.16

0.18

0.2

-1

-2
Time (Sec.)
Figure 4-6 Comparison between ELS® vs. LS-Dyna®, Case-1
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Figure 4-7 Stress-Strain Relation Measured at the Outer Central Spring Shown in the Figure, Case-1

4.4.2 Case-2
In this case, a 3-sided fixed wall is subjected to the pressure history associated with T1 (Figure
4-2). The comparison between both ELS® and LS-Dyna® is shown in Figure 4-8. It is clear that
the overall behavior matches well for the first and second peaks. Figure 4-9 shows the bending
moment diagram obtained in both horizontal and vertical directions for selected strips. It should
be emphasized that among unique features of AEM is that although the analysis is performed
using 3-D elements, it is still possible to get the internal force diagrams through integration of
stresses at any selected strips. The same figure shows also the stress contours at Y and Z
direction. The bending moment and the stress contours are drawn at time 0.054 at which the
maximum rebound displacement occurs.
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Figure 4-8 Comparison between ELS® vs. LS-Dyna®, Case-2

Figure 4-9 Stress-Contours and Bending Moment at Vertical and Horizontal Strips, Case-2
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4.4.3 Case-3
In this case, a fully fixed wall is subjected to the pressure history associated with T1 (Figure
4-2). The comparison between both ELS® and LS-Dyna® is shown in Figure 4-10. It is obvious
that the overall behavior is in good agreement till the 4th peak. Figure 4-11 shows the bending
moment diagram obtained in both horizontal and vertical directions for selected strips through
integration of stresses for selected strips in both directions. The same figure shows also the stress
contours at Y and Z direction. The bending moment and the stress contours are drawn at time
0.049 which is the maximum rebound displacement time.
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Figure 4-10 Comparison between ELS® versus LS-Dyna®, Case-3
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Figure 4-11 Stress-Contours and Bending Moment at Vertical and Horizontal Strips, Case-3

4.4.4 Case-4
In this case, a simply supported wall is subjected to the pressure history associated with T2
(Figure 4-3). Since it was not provided whether the LS-Dyna® analysis was for hinged-hinged
wall or hinged roller, both simulations were made using ELS®. Although the effects of the
supporting conditions are minor for small displacement range, it is very effective for high
displacement range and the behavior is completely different. The comparison between both
ELS® and LS-Dyna® is shown in Figure 4-12. The displacement curves are almost identical till
around 8 inches when the differences start to accumulate. The LS-Dyna® results are in general
between the ELS® results (Hinged-Hinged and Hinged-Roller). Since there was no failure
criteria specified at LS-Dyna®, the results are considered in good agreement. Figure 4-13 shows
the stress contours at Z-direction, the normal force and bending moment diagrams at time 0.0207
seconds for Hinged-Roller case. Since the wall own weight is taken into account, the normal
force equals 0 at the top roller and equals the wall weight at the bottom. It is clear that the wall
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behavior is dominated by moment which causes plastic hinge to form at the wall center creating
a mechanism. The velocity trails shows that the upper roller is moving downward at higher
displacements. Figure 4-14 shows the stress contours, the normal force and bending moment
diagrams at time 0.0207 seconds for hinged-hinged case. Since the wall is hinged-hinged, the
wall behavior is dominated by membrane force generated at large displacement range. The wall
has almost constant normal force and the bending moment is small. This caused the wall to reach
the fully plastic condition at every section at once causing brittle failure at the center. The
velocity trail shows that the wall elements are moving at horizontal direction causing the wall
overall length to increase and hence high membrane force. Referring to Figure 4-12, it is clear
that the hinged-hinged wall is more brittle than the hinged-roller ones since it allows for lower
displacement before reaching the yield status.
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Figure 4-12 Comparison between ELS® assuming Hinged-Roller and Hinged-Hinged vs. LS-Dyna®, Case-4
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Stress Contours at Z-Direction

Figure 4-13 Stress Contours, Normal Force and Bending Moment Diagram for Hinged-Roller Wall, Case 4

Figure 4-14 Stress Contours, Normal Force and Bending Moment Diagram for Hinged-Hinged Wall, Case 4
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4.4.5 Case-5
In this case, the wall is fixed at three sides and subjected to the pressure history associated with
T2 (Figure 4-3). The comparison between both ELS® and LS-Dyna® is shown in Figure 4-15.
The curves are identical till around 8 inches when the differences start to accumulate. At this
displacement, the ELS® model starts to fail while there is no failure criteria associated with the
Elastic-Perfectly plastic model used at LS-Dyna® simulations. Figure 4-16 shows the cracking
pattern and failed springs at ELS® simulations at time 0.14 seconds. The obtained cracking
pattern is similar to the expectations based on yield-line theory.
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Figure 4-15 Comparison between ELS® vs. LS-Dyna®, Case-5
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Figure 4-16 Cracking pattern at ELS® simulations, Case 6

4.4.6 Case-6
In this case, the wall is fixed at all sides and subjected to the pressure history associated with T2
(Figure 4-3). The comparison between both ELS® and LS-Dyna® is shown in Figure 4-17. The
curves are identical till around 4 inches when the differences start to accumulate. At this
displacement, the ELS® model start to fail while there is no failure criteria associated with
Elastic-Perfectly plastic model used at LS-Dyna® simulations. Figure 4-18 shows the cracking
pattern and failed springs at ELS® simulations at time 0.118 seconds. The obtained cracking
pattern is similar to the expectations based on yield-line theory.
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Figure 4-17 Comparison between ELS® vs. LS-Dyna®, Case-6

Figure 4-18 Cracking pattern at ELS® simulations, Case 6
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4.4.7 Case-7
In this case, a simply supported wall is subjected to the pressure history associated with T3
(Figure 4-4). The wall is assumed hinged at the bottom and roller at the top. Since the wall is
relatively thick, the wall is meshed into 1x5x60 elements. The comparison between both ELS®
and LS-Dyna® is shown in Figure 4-19. The curves are identical till around 8 inches when the
differences start to accumulate. At this displacement, the ELS® model starts to fail while there is
no failure criteria associated with Elastic-Perfectly plastic model used at LS-Dyna® simulations.
Figure 4-20 shows the stress contours, bending moment and shear force diagrams at time 0.0132
seconds. It is clear that the plastic hinge starts at the wall center then propagating vertically till
covering most of the wall before failure occurs.
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Figure 4-19 Comparison between ELS® vs. LS-Dyna®, Case-7
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Figure 4-20 Stress Contours, Shear Force and Bending Moment Diagram, Case 7

4.4.8 Case-8
In this case, the wall is fixed at three sides and subjected to the pressure history associated with
T3 (Figure 4-4). The comparison between both ELS® and LS-Dyna® is shown in Figure 4-21.
The curves are identical till around 30 inches when the differences start to accumulate. At this
displacement, the ELS® model starts to fail while there is no failure criteria associated with
Elastic-Perfectly plastic model used at LS-Dyna® simulations. Referring to Figure 4-22, it is
clear that the wall fails at the surrounding supports causing it to separate from the supports and
moves as rigid body in loading direction.
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Figure 4-21 Comparison between ELS® vs. LS-Dyna®, Case-8

Figure 4-22 Failure Shape, Case 8
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4.4.9 Case-9
In this case, the wall is fixed at all sides and subjected to the pressure history associated with T3
(Figure 4-4). The comparison between both ELS® and LS-Dyna® is shown in Figure 4-23. The
curves are identical till around 25 inches when the differences start to accumulate. At this
displacement, the ELS® model starts to fail while there is no failure criteria associated with
Elastic-Perfectly plastic model used at LS-Dyna® simulations. Referring to Figure 4-24, it is
clear that the wall fails at the surrounding supports causing it to separate from the supports and
moves as rigid body in loading direction.
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Figure 4-23 Comparison between ELS® vs. LS-Dyna®, Case-9

Figure 4-24 Failure Shape, Case 9
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4.5 Mesh Sensitivity Analysis
In this case the simply supported wall illustrated in Case 1 is examined against the effects of the
element size. The original mesh shown in Figure 4-1a is compared to the refined mesh shown in
Figure 4-1b. The comparison between the two cases, Figure 4-25, showed excellent agreement.
This shows that the results used for the analysis have less dependence on the element size.
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Figure 4-25 Comparison between Displacement-Time history for Two Different Element Size, Case 1

4.6 Time Step Effects
To examine the effects of the time step, the results of Case 1 is compared to the same case while
the time step used is reduced from 0.0001117 to 0.00001 second. The input pressure history was
regenerated, by linear interpolation, using the reduced time step as shown in Figure 4-2. The
comparison results are presented in Figure 4-26. The results of both time steps are close to each
other showing that the time of 0.0001117, original time step between input pressure values, is
enough to get good accuracy.
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Figure 4-26 Comparison between Displacement-Time history for Two Different Time Steps, Case 1

4.7 Simulation Time
In all the above cases, using the original time step between input pressure-time histories, the
analysis took around 15-30 minutes on a personal computer (Quad CPU, 2.83 GHz, 8GB RAM)
for all cases. This time could be reduced to around 6-10 minutes to match the analysis time by
LS-Dyna® (around 6 minutes) by:
1-

Deactivating the output options for stress contours, strain contours, principal stress and
strain contours, etc.

2-

Deactivating the output for internal force diagrams

3-

Making the output every 0.001 seconds instead of 0.0001 seconds.

The analysis time can be reduced further by increasing the time step used. However, since the
analysis time is only few minutes, the authors think there is no need for further enhancement.

4.8 Conclusions
Nine walls are simulated using ELS® and LS-Dyna®. The walls have different boundary
conditions (Simply supported, fixed at three sides and fixed at all sides), different pressure
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histories, T1, T2 and T3. In all cases, the wall behavior is fully nonlinear-path dependent. All
analyses were conducted in blind numerical test mode. The following conclusions could be
obtained for the nine cases studies presented in this Chapter:
1-

ELS® displacement results correlate well the analysis displacement results of LS-Dyna®.

2-

The failure shape obtained by ELS® matches the common knowledge of yield-line theory.

3-

The ELS® could capture the difference in wall behavior when the supporting conditions
changed from hinged-roller to hinged-hinged.

4-

Reducing the element size did not cause significant difference in the results of the test case
performed. This means that the analysis results obtained were stable and that the selected
element size is appropriate.

5-

Reducing the time step did not cause significant difference in the results. This means that
the selected time step is appropriate.

6-

The LS-Dyna® runtime, around 6 minutes, was shorter than the ELS® run time, around 30
minutes. The run time of ELS® became similar to LS-Dyna® when some of the output
options were deactivated and output was produced every 0.001 seconds.

7-

It is well known that the wall behavior, in linear conditions, is affected by Poisson’s ratio.
It was considered in LS-Dyna® simulations while it was equals to zero at ELS®
simulation. However, the differences obtained in all nine cases was small indicating that it
is not a dominant factor in the analysis of walls, and consequently slabs, under blast loads.

8-

Since the selected wall material is a path-dependent steel model, it can be concluded that
the steel model in ELS® is robust and close to the LS-Dyna® model.
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5 Analysis of RC Columns Subjected to Blast using AEM
DTRA Sample 1
The DTRA Sample 1 column shown in Figure 5-1 is subjected to blast loading. The building
dimensions, reinforcement and materials were known. The purpose was to compare the actual
behavior of an RC column (Sample 1) to the AEM simulations.

Figure 5-1 Building Shape before the Blast

5.1 Model Description
Using AEM, the blast is applied only to one column, Sample 1. The whole building was modeled
with the following constraints:
1.

Structural weight should be applied to the column before the blast.

2.

Effects of boundary conditions. The column connection to the girder is neither fixed nor
free. So, having the girder in the model will help improving the results

3.

When the column is damaged, as expected, the column load should be redistributed to
adjacent column. Since the residual vertical load applied to the column, after the blast, is
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not known, it was necessary to have the whole structure modeled to follow the post-failure
behavior.
Here are the AEM model assumptions:
1.

The weights applied are only the dead load plus a live load of 40 PSF

2.

Since the pressure applied to the walls is unknown and it was expected that the walls fail
under blast, they were not considered in the analysis. This is expected to cause some
differences with the live testing results.

3.

Strain rate effects are not taken into account.

4.

Poisson’s ratio is taken as zero.

5.

The blast loads are applied only to the column Sample 1. The actual blast case is of course
different since the blast is expected to cause some damage to other structural components
like girder, slabs and other columns adjacent to the blast. This was not considered and it is
expected to cause some difference with the real blast case.

Figure 5-2 shows a 3-D view of the AEM model. This model takes into account the structural
dimensions, reinforcements, etc. Figure 5-3 shows a plan view of typical floor including the RFT
details. For modeling simplicity, the slab reinforcement is approximated to be #3@7.8 inches top
and bottom both directions. This is different than the real case which has flat slab reinforcement.
The loads are applied in two stages as follows:
1-

Stage I: where the own weight is applied statically to the whole structure. The own weight
is applied in 10 increments to follow cracks that may occur during the application of the
own weight

2-

Stage II: the Sample 1 column was divided into three segments, the bottom segment has the
pressure history P1, while the middle segment has pressure history P2 and the upper
segment has P3. The pressure histories are shown in Figure 5-4.

The time step used in the analysis is 2e-5 and the output was produced each 2e-4 seconds. The
total runtime is around 12 hours for 0.2 seconds of simulations using Quad CPU, 2.83 GHz, 8GB
RAM.
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Figure 5-2 Structural Model by AEM showing the Column to have the blast loads.

Figure 5-3 Plan View of the Building Showing the RFT details of the slabs
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Figure 5-4 Pressure Histories Applied to the Column Base, Center and Top.

Using AEM, there are several ways to model the RFT bars, as elements, as springs or using
implicit steel. Three models were prepared for the column Sample 1 to test which method is
preferred. The whole structure is modeled using the same number of elements and arrangements
and the changes in modeling were limited to the column Sample 1 only. Table 5-1 shows the
difference between the three modeling techniques. In the first technique, the RFT bars are
modeled as structural components that have full connectivity and interface between it and the
adjacent concrete elements. In brief, the RFT bars and hoops are treated the same way as
concrete by allocating complete elements to it. The concrete elements are re-meshed around each
RFT bars to allow for interface material generation. This allows for more accurate RFT behavior
and control of bond material between the RFT bars and the adjacent concrete elements by
controlling the interface material between both. For simplicity of modeling, the RFT bars cross
section is assumed square instead of circles. In the second modeling technique, the RFT bars are
treated as continuous springs connecting elements together. Since each bar is modeled as one
spring at each element intersection, it has perfect bond, which means that it cannot be separated
from the attached elements. Having the RFT bars modeled with one spring at each element
intersection means also that there is no bending resistance. In the last technique, the RFT bars are
modeled using implicit steel which is the same as the continuous springs except that the bar cross
section is represented by more than one spring to allow for rebar bending and torsional
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resistance. In this case, it is still perfect bond between the bars and the attached elements and
they cannot separate.
Table 5-1 Comparison between RFT Bars Modeling Criteria
RFT as elements

RFT as Springs

RFT as Implicit

5777

8x8x48=3072

10x10x48=4800

1x1x48 x 8 RFT bars = 384

0

0

1x1x10x11 hoop = 110
element

0

0

Full bending resistance

No bending resistance

Full bending resistance

Controlled by the user. The
bond springs are assumed
weak in tension and shear

Perfect Bond

Perfect Bond

5x5 for each two adjacent
element

5x5 for each two adjacent
element

5x5 for each two adjacent
element

5x5 at interface between bar
elements

1 spring per RFT
bar/element

5x5 for each implicit bar/
element

Mesh Shape

Number of
Concrete
Elements
Number of RFT
elements
Number of
Hoops elements
RFT Bending
resistance
Bond between
Bars and
Concrete
Number of
springs between
matrix elements
Number of
springs between
RFT bars

5.2 Results
Figure 5-5 shows the deformed shape of the three modeling techniques compared to the
experimental results. Figure 5-5a shows that the column has larger deformations and the concrete
cover spall from the column when rebar were modeled as elements. There was some failure at
the hoops. The concrete in the middle of the column did not spall and kept intact with the
column. The permanent central displacement is about 1 foot which is close to what happened at
the real experiment. When the RFT bars were modeled as springs, the column did not fail and the
permanent displacement was around 4 inches which is less than the experimental value. When
the RFT bars was modeled as implicit steel, the column rested at around 4 inches after 0.2
seconds. Figure 5-6 shows the mid-span displacement history for the three models. As expected,
the modeling of rebar as elements was the closest to the experimental results and the column
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showed the weakest behavior since the actual bond between the bars and the concrete was
modeled. When the column was modeled as implicit steel, it was the strongest column behavior
since the bond between the bars and the concrete is perfect and the RFT bars have the full
bending resistance. Figure 5-7 shows the comparison between the mid-span velocities for the
three case studies.
Referring to Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7, it should be noted that although the models are different,
the initial response for the three columns are the same till reaching the point of maximum
velocity. When the rebar were modeled as elements, the spalling of the concrete cover weakened
the column more and this is why it continued gaining more displacement to about 1 foot. Using
springs to model rebar with assumptions of perfect bond between the rebar and the concrete lead
to stronger behavior as the concrete and steel bars stayed intact.
Results of modeling the rebar as springs or as implicit elements, where the only difference is the
bending resistance between rebar, indicate that the difference is small and bar bending resistance
are of small influence to the overall column behavior.
Such complicated column behavior of having spalling of concrete cover and the failure localized
at the column ends indicates that a fully nonlinear dynamic analysis is needed for such columns
to be able to predict accurate columns behavior. All simplifications to the material models of
rebar, concrete or interface between them would affect the results.
Figure 5-8 shows the bending moment diagram for the front frame, calculated by integrating
spring stresses at different cross sections of the structure at time 0.113 seconds when all columns
passed the peak stage. It is clear that the column damage resulted in reducing the negative
moment at the girder above the column Sample 1. However, the column damage was not enough
to turn the bending moment to positive value at that time.
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a) Bars as Elements
b) Bars as Springs
c) Implicit Steel Bars
d) Experiment
Figure 5-5 Failure Mode for the Column Sample 1 using the Three Modeling Techniques
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Figure 5-6 Mid-Span Displacement History
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Figure 5-7 Mid-Span Velocity History for Column Sample 1

Figure 5-8 Bending Moment Diagram at the Outer Frame at Time 0.113 Seconds
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5.3 General Conclusions of Sample 1 Case
The pre-test prediction of this case used simplified analysis based on SDOF systems and
suggested that column A3 would fail and progressive collapse would occur. The pre-test also
suggested that the column will have three-hinge mechanism causing bending failure at the center
and ends of the column. None of these assumptions were correct, indicating that a more accurate
FEM or AEM analysis is needed to account for fully 3-D nonlinear dynamic behavior. These are
the general conclusions out of this case study:
1-

AEM could capture the actual column behavior when RFT rebar are modeled as elements.

2-

The three models used for the column RFT, as elements, springs or as implicit, showed
close behavior in the initial part of the analysis, which means:
i.

Although the meshing was different, the initial behavior was close to each other till
reaching 4 inches of mid-span displacements. This means that the analysis results
were not sensitive to the element size and that the element size used was adequate

ii.

The three models reached almost the same peak velocity when elements start to
separate at the first model (Rebar as elements). This means that modeling the bond
between the rebar and the concrete is important for accurate behavior when high
level of damage is expected.

3-

The mode of deformation is close to the experiment in all case studies and agrees well with
the experiment. All three models showed that the damage will be localized at the column
ends and minimal in the mid-height which agrees with the experiment. This indicates that
modeling the rebar as springs or using implicit method is still better than the simplified
SDOF analysis.

4-

Poisson’s ratio was not considered in the analysis; the authors believe that the damaged
column at such high pressure level has minor or neglected effects due to Poisson’s ratio.

5-

The column has to be modeled with the whole structure, or at least a segment of it, to
maintain variable vertical load applied to the column which will affect the maximum end
displacement.

6-

In general, AEM was able to capture the deformed shape, damage locations at the top and
bottom, overall deformed shape, effects of column damage to the structure in reasonable
time and reliable accuracy.
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Analysis time was around 12 hours for the 0.2 seconds for simulating the whole building.
This is a relatively short time compared to other analysis methods.
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6 Analysis of RC Columns Subjected to Blast using AEM
(Sample 2)
In this case, a reinforced concrete column was loaded vertically by hydraulic jacks to simulate
the loads from the structure. This was followed by the column subjected to blast load. The
analysis was a fully blind numerical test. This chapter summarizes the results obtained and its
comparison with the physical testing.

6.1 Model Description
The experimental details are shown in Figure 6-1. The column was loaded by hydraulic jacks to
around 100 kips which was constant at the columns. Then the blast load was applied to the
column. The experimental results are shown in Figure 6-2. Although the vertical pressure was
meant to be constant at the column, Figure 6-3 shows that the column displacements interacted
with the applied pressure causing the vertical load to vary from +/- 300 kips although the initial
load was a compression of -100 kips. This will be a dominating factor when introducing the
analytical results of the blind numerical test.
Since this case is under very high pressure, the column is modeled with full 3-D elements
representing the steel bars, hoops and the concrete elements. 12,563 elements were used for the
simulations. These elements were connected by 1,063,025 springs generated automatically
between different elements. The model shape is presented in Figure 6-4.
The material properties used are as follows:
1-

For concrete, Tensile Strength = 500 psi. Compressive strength = 7500 psi (Original
value is 5000 psi. This increase was adopted because local failure occurred under group
P3 when the original value was used.). Refer to Figure 6-8 to see why the compressive
strength was increased. This problem will not occur if strain rate effects and confinement
effects are added to the concrete material properties. The Young’s modulus = 3.5e6 psi.

2-

For steel, yield strength was considered at 60,000 psi and the ultimate strength is 75,000
psi. Steel is assumed to cut when reaching ultimate strength (either in tension or
compression). No strain rate is considered

3-

For hoops, the model is the same as the steel. The shear modulus was reduced to 1/10 the
Young's modulus to reduce the shear and moments in the hoops which may cause early
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failure (This is equivalent to using link element when using FEM to model hoops since
link elements do not carry shear or moment)
4-

Interface between steel bars and hoops and all rebar and concrete is assumed as follows:
Tensile Strength = 50 psi, no compression failure allowed, E=E-concrete and G = GConcrete/10. This is equivalent to representing a weak interface between concrete and
rebar.

Figure 6-4 shows the ELS® model used for the analysis. The loads are applied in three stages as
follows:
1-

In Stage I, the column own weight was applied in 10 static load increments

2-

In stage II, the applied vertical load was applied as a static vertical pressure to the whole
top column surface as shown in Figure 6-5. The pressure load was applied in 50 steps

3-

In stage III, the external dynamic pressure was applied to the column. The column length
was divided into five segments as shown in Figure 6-6. Each segment has a constant
pressure applied to the column surface as shown in Figure 6-7.

The time step used for the analysis is 1.e-5 seconds. The output is produced each 4e-5 seconds.
The analysis runtime is 3 hours for 0.025 seconds using PC, Windows XP 64 bit, 8 GB RAM
and 2.83 GHz.
The column base was assumed fixed to the ground while the column top was restrained at all
degrees of freedom except the vertical direction where the constant pressure was applied to
simulate the applied vertical loads at the column.
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Figure 6-1 Model Details of an RC Column Subjected to Blast Loads (Sample 2)

a) Measured Displacements along the Column
b) Post-test column deformations
Figure 6-2 Experimental Results of Sample 2
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Figure 6-3 Measures Vertical Loads-Time History Applied to the Column

12"x18"
column

Stirrups modeled as 3-D
elements
Extra RFT bars to
represent lap splice
modeled as springs

Main RFT modeled as 3-D
elements

Figure 6-4 ELS® Model used for the Simulation of Sample 2.
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Stage II, Uniform Pressure =
100,000 / (12 x 18) = 463 psi

Elements totally
restrained except
movement in Z

Figure 6-5 Vertical Loads are Applied as Constant Static Pressure

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

Figure 6-6 The Column Sample 2 is Divided into Five Segments
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Figure 6-7 Pressure Histories applied to Column Sample 2

6.2 Results
Figure 6-8 shows the analysis results based on the first trial run. As can be shown at the figure,
local failure occurred at the group of elements subjected to pressure P3. This shows the
importance of adding the strain rate effects to the numerical model. Since this is not yet
considered in this phase of work, the concrete compressive strength was increased from 5000 psi
to 7500 psi to overcome such problem. It should be emphasized that in reality the strain rate
effect should occur in very short period of time, during the application of pressure, then the
concrete and steel should return back to the original strength when the wave is diminished.
However, raising the concrete strength here is permanent which means that the concrete is
strengthen before, during and after the blast pressure is applied. This can be the topic of more
research and enhancements during Phase II of this project.
Figure 6-9 shows the collapse history of the column as follows:
1-

Comparing Figure 6-8 and Figure 6-9, it is clear that increasing the compressive strength
from 5000 psi to 7500 psi prevented the local failure at areas facing the blast pressure.

2-

The reinforcement bars at the base of the column and the concrete have extensive damage.
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Due to constant vertical loads, during and after the blast loads are applied, the column starts
getting severe damage at the top and bottom of the column followed by total collapse.

4-

There are major damage to the reinforcement bars and the hoops at the base of the column.

Figure 6-10 shows the measured experimental displacements at the mid-height and two other
points at the column, above and below the mid-height. The column mode of displacement and
failure matches well the experimental results which are shown in Figure 6-2. In the live test, the
column did not reach the complete failure because the vertical load was released when the
column is damaged while at the numerical test, this vertical load kept constant which cause the
column to reach the total failure.

Very high pressure wave P3
caused local compression
failure. This will not
happen when Strain Rate
and confinement effects are
considered. Concrete
compressive strength were
increased from 5000 to
7500 psi to prevent such
local failure.

Figure 6-8 Local Failure at Pressure P3 Group due to Very High Pressure at Column Sample 2
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Figure 6-9 Collapse History of the Sample 2 Column
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Figure 6-10 Experimental Measurements of Displacements at Different Points at the Sample 2 Column

6.3 General Conclusions of Sample 2 Case
The Sample 2 is a blind numerical test to compare the findings of AEM simulations to the
physical blast test results. Here are the important findings of this case:
1-

The physical test results concluded that the column would have failed having the vertical
load kept constant. This is exactly the finding of the numerical test as the vertical load was
kept constant.

2-

In the physical test, the maximum displacement was at the bottom of the column then the
mid height then at the top. This is also what happened in the numerical test which is
confirmed at the displacement-time history shown in Figure 6-10

3-

The bottom rebar were cut in the numerical testing but it was not cut at the experiment.
This can be due to the constant vertical loads.

4-

The analysis results were similar whether having the vertical load applied as pressure or
applied as lumped mass. In case of lumped mass, it took longer time for the column to fail
but there is no difference in collapse mode.
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The strain rate effects are important in this case especially:
a. When very high pressure hits the concrete, it is important to apply the strain rate
effects to prevent the local failure of concrete
b. Strain rate effects give the reinforcement rebar higher yield and ultimate strength.
This will help prevent the cut of rebar.

6-

Poisson’s ratio was considered to equal zero in this case. The authors believe that its effect
is negligible at this level of high damage at the column.
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7 Progressive Collapse Analysis using AEM
The last task in this Phase of the project was to validate AEM with progressive collapse analysis
using FEM. The validation includes the failure shape and mode, simplicity in modeling and run
time. The selected building is a multi-story flat slab that is redesigned to meet the design codes.
The FEM study was performed by a contractor to DTRA.
The original building is named the “Base Line” case. Some additional reinforcement was added
to the building to give more resistance for progressive collapse and this building is named “Low
Level Protection” case. A girder was added to connect the perimeter columns and this is called
the “Medium Level Protection” case. The software used for FEM analysis is a proprietary FEM
software program.
The objective of the original study is to examine the effects of pulling out one column of a flat
slab building and see how collapse will propagate. Table 7-1 shows the summary of test cases
performed by a proprietary FEM software package. The Red zone means that analysis was not
performed by this proprietary FEM package or AEM. The Green zone means that analysis was
performed by the proprietary FEM package only using direct blast loads. This comparison can be
performed in future after linking ELS® to automated blast pressure calculation tools instead of
manually applying the blast pressure to each structural component. The Yellow zone means that
the analysis was performed using AEM and this FEM proprietary software package for purposes
of comparison. In this case, no blast loads were assigned to the structure. The columns were
removed using the Immaculate Element Removal technique with both software packages.
In case of Low Level Protection, the analysis was performed for the original building assuming
the full tie area added to the building “1x” case or 1/3 of the tie area which is “1/3x” case.
Table 7-1: Summary of Test Cases performed by a proprietary FEM software package.

Pull Column H1- 1/3x tie area
Pull Column H2- 1/3x tie area
Pull Column H3- 1/3x tie area
Pull Column H1- 1x tie area
Pull Column H2- 1x tie area
Pull Column H3- 1x tie area
T2
T4
T4-2
T5
T6
T7

Progressive Collapse Analysis Status
Baseline
Low Level
Medium Level
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Specific Resistance

x
x
x
x
x
x
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Table 7-2: Summary of Analysis Results using FEM and AEM
Case
H1 (1/3)
H2 (1/3)
H3 (1/3)
H1 (All tie)
H2 (All Tie)
H3 (All Tie)

Base Line
AEM
FEM
F
F
F
F
F
F

Low Level
AEM
FEM
F
F
F
F
N
F
N
F
N
F
N
N

Medium Level
AEM
FEM
N
N
N
N

The comparison between the analysis results is shown at Table 7-2. “F” means “Failure occurs,
either local or global” and “N” means “No local or global failure occurs”.
For Base Line case, AEM and FEM agree generally in the conclusions that the building had
some failure. However, the FEM results showed more propagation of collapse to adjacent bays
than AEM showed. For Low Level case, the AEM and FEM agree only at some cases. In the
author’s opinion, the AEM results were closer to the engineering prediction, as the added tie
prevented the failure at the AEM while it did collapse using FEM analysis. In case of Medium
Level, the AEM and FEM results agree well for displacement and velocity time histories. The
below section will elaborate in the model used in both methods and the results obtained by each.

7.1 FEM Model Details
The FEM model is shown in Figure 7-1. The model in general contains millions of brick
elements to represent the columns and slabs. Frame elements were used for main reinforcement
bars, link elements for hoops and stirrups and shell elements were used to represent the slab
away from removed columns.

Figure 7-1 FEM Model used by Proprietary FEM software

It was not clear in the FEM report how long it took to build such huge model with millions of
brick elements, frame elements, link elements and shell elements.
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7.2 AEM Models
Using AEM, there is only one type of elements that is being used for columns, slabs and girders,
if any. In this study, all reinforcement bars were modeled as springs. The elements are connected
through 5x5 springs in both normal and shear directions. The ELS® model used for each case
was different. The model details will be highlighted with each section. Figure 7-2 shows the RFT
details used for the AEM models for Baseline case. Each reinforcement bar with its curtailments
was modeled to match the original case. Each model took around 8-12 hours to be built and
ready for run. The simulation was performed using time step of 0.001 seconds. The analysis took
around 8 hours to simulate each 1.0 second. The output was produced each 0.01 seconds. The
computer used is Quad CPU, 2.83 GHz, 8GB RAM.

Figure 7-2 RFT Details using AEM for Base-Line Model

7.3 Own Weight Results
Figure 7-3 shows the analysis results of FEM and AEM under own weight. The maximum Zdisplacement in both models was almost same, around 0.22 inches. The displacement contours at
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the FEM was different in the zone of brick elements than in the zone of shell elements while it
was consistent at the AEM model although elements of different sizes were used.
FEM Results

AEM Results

Figure 7-3 Comparison between Z-Displacement Contours under Own Weight using proprietary FEM
software package and AEM
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7.4 Base Line Case
7.4.1 H1-Removal
Figure 7-4 shows mesh used for Base-Line case, H1 removal. The corner column H1 is removed
at first floor only. The model consists of 56,815 elements. The zone around the column to be
removed is divided into 60x60x2 elements for each floor of the five floors. The model contains
3,372700 springs and 136,064 RFT springs.
Figure 7-5 shows the principal strain contours at time 0.2 seconds. It is clear that the cracks
follow the path where there is no top reinforcement.
Figure 7-6 shows the series of crack/failure propagation in the model. Cracks started under own
weight at the columns connection then propagate around the boundaries of the slab where the
column was removed then followed by diagonal cracking at the slab. Cracks followed the weak
path then forming a mechanism.
Figure 7-7 shows the changes of the Bending Moment Diagrams for Various Strips at different
times. The strip width equals 20". The removal of the column caused the negative moment at the
adjacent column to increase dramatically causing some propagation of cracking to the adjacent
bays. Once the slab starts to separate from the structure, the negative moment at adjacent column
reduced causing relief of the stresses at adjacent columns.
Figure 7-8 shows a comparison between AEM results and FEM results. For FEM simulations,
the elements are elongated more than expected and the floor remained intact for a complete one
floor height of displacements. Also, the vertical displacements at adjacent columns were very
high, around 9 inches which indicates possible failure propagation having the FEM analysis
continued. Looking at AEM results, it is clear that the slab was broken and the hour glassing
problem suspected in the FEM model did not occur. It is clear also that the failure was local and
that no extensive damage propagated to adjacent bays of the slab. At all AEM simulations, the
element separation and collision is done without user intervention to control where or when
elements will be separated.
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Fine mesh 60x60x2x 5 floors

Column to be removed

Figure 7-4 Plan View of the AEM Model used for Base-Line, H1

Figure 7-5 Principal Strain Contours at time 0.2 Seconds, Base Line, H1
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Figure 7-6 Propagation of Failure using AEM Simulations, Base Line, H1
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Figure 7-7 Changes of Bending Moment Diagram at Selected Strips at the Roof, Base Line, H1
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Large Displacements and
Failure at Adjacent Bays

Figure 7-8 Comparison between FEM and AEM Analysis Results, Baseline, H1
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7.4.2 H2 Removal
Figure 7-9 shows mesh used for Base-Line case, H2 removal. The column H2 is removed at first
floor only. The model consists of 70,090 elements. The zone around the column to be removed
was divided into 60x85x2 elements for each floor of the five floors. The model contains
4,211,450 springs and 143,849 RFT springs.
Figure 7-10 shows the principal strain contours at time 0.3 seconds. It is clear that the cracks
follow the path where there is no top reinforcement.
Figure 7-11 shows the series of crack/failure propagation in the model. Cracks started under own
weight at the columns connection then propagate around the boundaries of the slab where the
column was removed then followed by diagonal cracking at the slab then forming a mechanism.
Figure 7-12 shows the changes of the Bending Moment Diagrams for various strips at different
times. The strip width equals 20" and it is taken at the roof. It is clear that removal of the column
caused the negative moment at the adjacent column to increase dramatically causing some
propagation of cracking to the adjacent bays. Once the slab starts to separate from the structure,
the negative moment reduced causing relief of the negative moments.
Figure 7-13 and Figure 7-14 shows a comparison between AEM results and FEM results. It is
clear that at FEM simulations, the vertical displacements at adjacent bays were very high, around
4 inches which indicates possible failure propagation having the analysis continued. Looking at
AEM results, it is clear that the failure was local to the first two bays and that no extensive
damage propagated to adjacent bays of the slab.
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Fine mesh 60x85x2x 5 floors

Column to be removed

Figure 7-9 Plan View of the AEM Model used for Base-Line, H2

Figure 7-10 Principal Strain Contours at time 0.3 Seconds, Base Line, H2
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Figure 7-11 Propagation of Failure using AEM Simulations, Base Line, H2
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Figure 7-12 Changes of Bending Moment Diagram at Selected Strips at the Roof
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Large Displacements and
Failure at Adjacent Bays

Figure 7-13 FEM Analysis Results for Basel-Line, H2
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Figure 7-14 FEM Analysis Results for Basel-Line H2

7.4.3 H3 Removal
Figure 7-15 shows mesh used for Base-Line case, H3 removal. The column H3 is removed at
first floor only. The model consists of 65,185 elements. The zone around the column to be
removed is divided into 50x90x2 elements for each floor of the five floors. The model contains
3,875,200 springs and 136,840 RFT springs.
Figure 7-16 shows the principal strain contours at time 0.17 seconds. It is clear that the crack
propagation follows the path where there is no top reinforcement.
Figure 7-17 shows the series of crack/failure propagation in the model. Cracks started under own
weight at the columns connection then propagate around the boundaries of the slab where the
column was removed then followed by diagonal cracking at the slab then forming a mechanism.
Figure 7-18 shows a comparison between AEM results and FEM results. It is clear that in FEM
simulations, the vertical displacements at adjacent columns were very high, around 5 inches
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which indicates possible failure propagation. Looking at AEM results, it is clear that the slab was
broken. It is clear also that the failure was local to the left and right bays and that no extensive
damage propagated to adjacent bays of the slab.

Fine mesh 50x90x2x 5 floors

Column to be removed

Figure 7-15 Plan View of the AEM Model used for Base-Line, H3
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Figure 7-16 Principal Strain Contours at time 0.17 Seconds, Base Line, H3
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Figure 7-17 Propagation of Failure using AEM Simulations, Base Line, H3
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Figure 7-18 FEM and AEM Analysis Results for Basel-Line H3
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7.4.4 Summary of Base Line Results
Three cases were solved for the Base Line model, pulling of column H1, H2 and H3. The three
cases were compared to the FEM simulation model. The analyses of each case took around 12
hours to build the model and 12 hours to run. There is no provided info about how long it took to
build the FEM model or the analysis time.
The general findings of FEM and AEM are same that structural collapse would occur having any
of these columns pulled out of the building. The AEM showed localized failure around removed
columns. The failure was localized to the corner bay in case of H1 and it was limited to two
bays, one left and one right in case of H2 and H3.
In case of FEM analysis, the analysis indicates more propagation of damage to adjacent bays.

7.5 Low Level Protection Case
In this case, some additional continuous reinforcement bars were added to the perimeter of the
model to connect columns together causing a tie of the slab to the adjacent columns. The
analyses was performed by removal of columns H1, H2 and H3 under two assumptions, the “1x
Tie” means that the full design tie area was considered and the other set of analyses were “1/3
Tie” which is by considered 1/3 the Tie area (Two bars instead of 6 bars).

7.5.1 Results (1/3 Tie)

7.5.1.1 H1
Figure 7-19 shows mesh used for Low-Level Protection case, H1 removal. The column H1 is
removed at first floor only. The model consists of 47,645 elements. The zone around the column
to be removed was divided into 50x50x2 elements for each floor of the five floors. The model
contains 2,770,700 springs and 151,530 RFT springs.
Figure 7-20 shows the series of crack/failure propagation in the model. Cracks started under own
weight at the columns connection then propagate around the boundaries of the slab where the
column was removed then followed by diagonal cracking at the slab. Cracks followed the weak
path then forming a mechanism where there is no top reinforcement.
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Fine mesh 50x50x2x 5 floors

Column to be removed

Figure 7-19 Plan View of the AEM Model used for Low-Level Protection, H1, 1/3 Tie
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Figure 7-20 Propagation of Failure using AEM Simulations, Low Level Protection, H1, 1/3 Tie

7.5.1.2 H2
Figure 7-21 shows mesh used for Low-Level Protection case, H2 removal. The column H2 is
removed at first floor only. The model consists of 66,805 elements. The zone around the column
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to be removed was divided into 50x90x2 elements for each floor of the five floors. The model
contains 3,980,325 springs and 162,700 RFT springs.
Figure 7-22 shows the series of crack/failure propagation in the model. Cracks started under own
weight at the columns connection then propagate around the boundaries of the slab where the
column was removed then followed by diagonal cracking at the slab. Cracks followed the weak
path then forming a mechanism where there is no top reinforcement.

Fine mesh 50x90x2x 5 floors

Column to be removed

Figure 7-21 Plan View of the AEM Model used for Low-Level Protection, H2, 1/3 Tie
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Figure 7-22 Propagation of Failure using AEM Simulations, Low Level Protection, H2, 1/3 Tie
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7.5.1.3 H3
Figure 7-23 shows mesh used for Low-Level Protection case, H3 removal. The column H3 is
removed at first floor only. The model consists of 66,265 elements. The zone around the column
to be removed was divided into 50x90x2 elements for each floor of the five floors. The model
contains 3,951,075 springs and 162,755 RFT springs.
Figure 7-24 shows the crack propagation in the model at time 2.87 seconds. Cracks started under
own weight at the columns connection, then propagate around the boundaries of the slab where
the column was removed, followed by diagonal cracking at the slab. However, the slab did not
collapse and the tie area of 1/3 the design area was sufficient to prevent the collapse of the
model. Contrary to AEM, FEM results showed a local failure of the slab around the removed
column. FEM results for 1/3 Tie cases are not shown in this report as in other cases.

Fine mesh 50x90x2x 5 floors

Column to be removed

Figure 7-23 Plan View of the AEM Model used for Low-Level protection, H3, 1/3 Tie
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Figure 7-24 Crack Propagation using AEM Simulations at Time 2.87 Sec. H3, 1/3 Tie (No Collapse occurred)

7.5.1.4 Summary of Low Level Protection Results (1/3xTie)
Three simulations were performed, for pulling columns H1, H2 and H3 assuming the tie area
only 1/3 the design value. Figure 7-25 shows the comparison between the calculated
displacements and velocities using FEM and AEM.
In case of columns H1 and H2 removal, the analysis results and collapse trend agrees for FEM
and AEM. For case H3, the analysis showed local collapse using FEM while no collapse was
observed using AEM, just cracking around the removed column.
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Figure 7-25 Comparison between Displacement and Velocity above the Removed Column using FEM and
AEM Simulations for Low Level Protection Case, 1/3 the Tie Area
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7.5.2 Results (Full Tie)

7.5.2.1 H1
The model previously shown in Figure 7-19 was used to simulate the full design tie area. The
column H1 is removed at first floor only. Figure 7-20 shows the crack propagation in the model
at time 1.3 seconds. Cracks started under own weight at the columns connection then propagate
around the boundaries of the slab where the column was removed, then followed by diagonal
cracking at the slab. Although severe cracks propagate in the model, no failure was observed
using AEM. This means that the design tie area prevented the failure from occurring. Figure 7-27
shows the z-displacement contours using FEM. The FEM analysis shows that, contrary to AEM
analysis, failure would occur around column H1, having the column removed from the analysis.

Figure 7-26 Crack propagation at time 1.33 Seconds, Low Level protection, Full Tie Area, H1, (No Collapse)
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Figure 7-27 Z-Displacement Contours using FEM, Low Level Protection, Full Tie Area, Column H1
Removal, Failure was Observed Around the Removed Column Area

7.5.2.2 H2
The model previously shown in Figure 7-21 was used to simulate the full design tie area. The
column H2 is removed at first floor only. Figure 7-28 shows the crack propagation in the model
at time 0.85 seconds. Cracks started under own weight at the columns connection then propagate
around the boundaries of the slab where the column was removed, then followed by diagonal
cracking at the slab. Although severe cracks propagate in the model, no failure was observed
using AEM. This means that the design tie area prevented the failure from occurring. Figure 7-29
shows the z-displacement contours using FEM. The FEM analysis shows that, contrary to AEM
analysis, failure would occur around column H2 having the column removed from the analysis.
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Figure 7-28 Crack Propagation at Time 0.85 Seconds, Low Level protection, Full Tie Area, H2 (No Collapse)

Figure 7-29 Z-Displacement Contours using FEM, Low Level Protection, Full Tie Area, Column H2
Removal, Failure was Observed Around the Removed Column Area
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7.5.2.3 H3
The model previously shown in Figure 7-23 was used to simulate the full design tie area. The
column H3 is removed at first floor only. Figure 7-30 shows the crack propagation in the model
at time 1.73 seconds. Cracks started under own weight at the columns connection then propagate
around the boundaries of the slab where the column was removed then followed by diagonal
cracking at the slab. Although severe cracks propagates in the model, no failure was observed
using AEM. This means that the design tie area prevented the failure from occurring. Figure 7-31
shows the z-displacement contours using FEM. The FEM analysis shows that no failure was
observed around the removed column area.

Figure 7-30 Crack propagation at time 1.73 Seconds, Low Level protection, Full Tie Area, H3 (No Collapse)
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Figure 7-31 Z-Displacement Contours using FEM, Low Level Protection, Full Tie Area, Column H3
Removal, No Failure was Observed

7.5.2.4 Summary of Low Level Protection Results (Full Tie)
Three simulations were performed for pulling columns H1, H2 and H3 assuming the tie area is
the full design value. Figure 7-32 shows the comparison between the calculated displacements
and velocities using FEM and AEM.
Using AEM simulations, no collapse occurred for any of the analyzed cases, H1, H2 or H3.
Using FEM simulations, collapse occurred in case of H1 and H2 removal even when the full
design tie area was used. In case of H3 column removal, both FEM and AEM concluded that no
collapse would occur.
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Figure 7-32 Comparison between Displacement and Velocity above the Removed Column using FEM and
AEM Simulations for Low Level Protection Case, Full Tie Area
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7.6 Medium Level Protection Case
In this level of protection, a girder was added to the perimeter of the building, as shown in Figure
7-33, making enhancement of the structure behavior when any of the columns H1 or H2 is
removed.

H2

H1

Figure 7-33 Model used for Medium Level protection

7.6.1 Results
Using AEM and FEM simulations, no collapse was observed and the results match well as
shown in Figure 7-34. The overall behavior and the peak values at AEM and FEM are very
close. For H1 column removal, the peak displacement value using AEM and FEM was around
1.05 inches while the peak vertical velocity is about 0.015 in/ms using FEM and 0.014 in/ms
using AEM. For column H2 removal, the peak displacement using FEM is about 1.35 in while it
is 1.42 in using AEM. The peak velocity using AEM is about 0.015 in/ms and it is about 0.014
in/ms using FEM. This confirms that AEM and FEM are both reliable and give good agreement
when no collapse is expected to occur in the structure.
Figure 7-35 and Figure 7-36 show the vertical displacement contours comparison between FEM
and AEM. It is very clear that the results match very well in terms of peak values and the overall
structural displacement using AEM or FEM confirming that both methods are reliable before
collapse occurs.
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Figure 7-34 Comparison between Displacement and Velocity above the Removed Column using FEM and
AEM Simulations for Medium Level Protection Case
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FEM Results

ELS Results

Figure 7-35 Comparison between Vertical Displacement Contours using FEM and AEM, Medium Level, H1
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FEM Results

ELS Results

Figure 7-36 Comparison between Vertical Displacement Contours using FEM and AEM, Medium Level, H2
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7.7 Conclusions about Progressive Collapse Comparison between
FEM and AEM
In this chapter, 11 blind numerical tests were performed to compare AEM to FEM for
progressive collapse applications. The model of the structure is complicated with a lot of
reinforcement details, curtailments of top and bottom reinforcement. The structural behavior is
complicated with nonlinear behavior of concrete and steel in tension and compression, separation
between elements and possible collision when failure occurs. Columns were removed, H1, H2
and H3 to represent all possibilities of column failure at the face of the building.
Comparing FEM to AEM results, the followings can be concluded:
1.

Creating the structural models using AEM are easier and faster than FEM due to the facts
mentioned in Modeling of 3-D Structures at AEM vs. FEM, (Section 2.6 of this report).

2.

It was not clear how long it took to run each of FEM models, but it was approximately 12
hours for all AEM simulations performed using a Quad Core PC, 2.66 GHz.

3.

For the Medium Level Protection case, no collapse occurred with the AEM or the FEM and
the results of displacement history or velocity history match very well. This confirms the
fact that both the AEM and the FEM have good and reliable accuracy before collapse.

4.

AEM does not have the problems associated with hour glassing using FEM. Since elements
in the AEM are connected with springs, these springs hold the full constitutive models and
they can be separated easily at any defined failure criteria.

5.

The concept of Element Erosion using FEM has the following disadvantages:
a.

Since the crack width is equal to the element size when elements are removed, the
element size should be small enough to avoid critical reduction in the cross
sectional area. Using very small element size is the reason behind long analysis run
times using FEM.

b.

This concept (element erosion) may be acceptable for blast analysis where elements
tend to separate from the structure. However, in the author’s opinion it is not
acceptable in progressive collapse analysis during earthquakes, for example, due to
the inability for cracks to close properly as the crack width will be equal to the
element size.
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In case of reinforced concrete slabs while reinforcement bars are modeled using
“frame elements”, removal of any of the top or bottom concrete elements will cause
discontinuity between the reinforcement bars and the slab and causes severe
reduction in the slab thickness.

6.

In case of low level protection, full design tie, FEM showed that the structure would
collapse for cases H1 and H2 while AEM showed that no collapse is expected. In the
author’s opinion, this is closer to the expectations than the FEM results.

7.

In all simulations using FEM, Poisson’s ratio was taken into account where it was not
considered using AEM. Having good correlation between AEM and FEM in case of
Medium Level Protection, although cracks and damage occurs, indicates that it is not a
dominating factor in the progressive collapse applications.
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8 General Conclusions
AEM is a well-established method for structural analysis. Researchers have used the method in
2-D and 3-D to solve structural behavior under extreme loads.
In the author’s opinion, it is not practical to use 3-d brick elements with FEM to predict
structural collapse during demolition of complicated structural shapes, geometries and materials.
The reasons are mainly due: 1) Since elements are separated using the Element Erosion
technique, the element size has to be very small to allow elements to be separated; 2) The way
reinforcement bars are modeled will make the number of elements very large as well; 3) The
complications in creating the 3-D mesh while maintaining the nodal compatibility. This would
result in very fine meshes at all connections; 4) and, the fact that the user has to be very qualified
researcher to be able to reach to such level of analysis using FEM. In the author’s opinion, these
problems do not exist using AEM which was already used, by engineers not researchers, in
predicting the collapse of structures for tens of demolition projects. All predictions occurred
before the demolitions which are considered real blind tests for the accuracy of the method.
22 blind numerical tests were performed in this project that provide supporting evidence for the
following:
1-

AEM is a stiffness-based method and its dynamic equation is the same as the implicit FEM.

2-

Through the case studies presented in this project, AEM and FEM are in good correlation
when solving structures under blast or progressive collapse before element separation
occurs or dominates the behavior.

3-

According to many researchers and the presented test cases, having Poisson’s ratio equals
to zero is more accurate for cracked concrete. Before cracking, or when the generated
cracks are closed during loading, the effect of Poisson’s ratio is important especially for
confined concrete. Poisson’s ratio effect needs to be validated for cases like steel structures
connections where cracks occur at high stress levels.

4-

For reinforced concrete columns under uniform compression, AEM with regular meshing is
not capable of modeling the lateral strains and stresses due to neglecting the Poisson’s ratio
effects. This can be overcome by applying random meshing to account implicitly for the
Poisson’s ratio effects. However, this needs to be validated in a Phase II project.
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For reinforced concrete columns under non-uniform high compression and subjected to
high level of damage, simulation of dilatation of concrete should be made by physically
separating elements at the crack location rather than increasing Poisson’s ratio to account
for the crack opening. Increasing the Poisson’s ratio means that stresses are transferred
through open cracks at transverse direction which is not realistic since stresses at the open
cracks should be zero. The solution provided by AEM by physically separating elements, is
closer to the real behavior than the FEM approximations by including a magnified
Poisson’s ratio.

6-

Modeling and running time of AEM for the presented progressive collapse cases were
significantly faster than FEM.

7-

For the simulated case studies throughout this project, the AEM is not complex and
provides a user friendly approach when analyzing structure collapse behavior, separation,
debris movement and collision.

8-

Throughout the presented case studies in this project and due to less dependence on the
user qualifications, AEM-based software can be used by engineers while similar FEMbased software may require scientists who understand the concepts of element erosion and
hour glassing to get reasonable results with long run times.
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APPENDIX A: OTHER AEM VALIDATIONS
A.1 Recent Research Using ELS®
In this section some of the recent research findings using ELS® are summarized. The purpose of
this section is to show the variety of applications that AEM could assess together with its
accuracy from independent sources all over the world.
Sasani (2008) at Northeastern University studied the response of Hotel San Diego, a six-story
reinforced concrete infilled-frame structure following the simultaneous removal of two adjacent
exterior columns. Analytical models of the structure using the AEM as well as the FEM are used
to calculate global and local deformations. The building details and removed columns are shown
in Figure A-1. The AEM displacement-time history results are in good agreement with physical
test data and with the FEM results as shown in Figure A-2 and the AEM strain-time history
results are in good agreement with the experimental results as shown in Figure A-3.

Figure A-1 Building Details (Sasani 2008)
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Figure A-2 Experimental and Analytical Displacements (Sasani 2008)

Figure A-3 Experimental and Analytical Strains (Sasani 2008)

Macabuag et al. (2008) performed research on extending the collapse time of non-engineered
masonry buildings under seismic loading. The research team at Oxford University and Bristol
University achieved realistic failure mechanisms for the diagonal compression test simulation.
They used single-element bricks in the ELS® model and still managed to adequately capture the
macro-behavior of the wall including cracking and separation of elements. They concluded that
in comparison to many other numerical methods, AEM’s ability to easily model element
separation and interaction makes it suitable for the modeling of blocky masonry behavior under
static and dynamic loading, through cracking and large deformation to ultimate collapse, Figure
A-4.
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Figure A-4 Experimental and Analytical Deformations as Published (Macabuag 2008)

Funded by French Army, Demailly (2008) at the University of Cambridge studied progressive
collapse of mid-rise reinforced concrete structures using ELS® with the objective of developing
of a safety procedure for first responders (firemen or police men). The safety procedure should
be able to predict the possibility of failure given the building plan dimensions and building
height and the extent of initial damage. The development of this procedure required studying
multiple collapse scenarios; experimental studies or even FEM studies would have been
inhibitive expensive. The ELS® provided an efficient tool to perform the multiple scenarios and
the results, which agreed with results of simplified analysis, were used to develop the required
safety-check procedure.
Park et al. (2008) at Korea Kacoh Ltd. studied explosion demolition of cylindrical silo structures
using ELS®. Two models for two demolished silo structures were constructed using ELS®. The
mode and directions of failure obtained from the nonlinear dynamic analysis using AEM were in
good agreement with the actual demolition.
Park et al. (2009) at Chonbuk National University studied the collapse of reinforced concrete
frames using ELS®. The AEM is used to perform nonlinear and collapse analysis of two smallscale reinforced concrete frames as shown in Figure A-5. The results are compared with the
results of demolition of two reinforced concrete frames as shown in Figure A-7 and Figure A-8.
The results show excellent agreement for both vertical and horizontal displacement of the
structure during collapse as shown in Figure A-6. It is confirmed that AEM can be reliably used
to study the progressive collapse of reinforced concrete frames.
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Figure A-5 AEM Models for Three and Five Stories Model Buildings (Park et al. 2009)

Figure A-6 Experimental and Analytical X and Z Displacements of Top Point for Three and Five Story
Model Buildings (Park et al. 2009)
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Figure A-7 Experimental and Analytical Collapse Shapes for Three Story Model Buildings (Park et al. 2009)
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Figure A-8 Experimental and Analytical Collapse Shapes for Five Story Model Buildings (Park et al. 2009)
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Asprone et al. (2009) performed AEM analyses simulating blast tests conducted on a porous (i.e.
discontinuous) glass fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) barrier. The research project aimed at the
conception, validation and deployment of a protection system for airport infrastructures against
malicious disruptions. The wall shape and experiment setup is shown in Figure A-9.
The AEM approach appears to be very feasible in analyzing rapid and intense load conditions as
those induced by blast loads, since it permits to reproduce correctly the large deformations and
intense stress levels experienced in the structural elements under such conditions. AEM can also
simulate the material fracture and the potential separation and collision of elements during highly
dynamic events.
In the conducted numerical analysis, AEM showed to be an effective tool in the prediction of the
response of the porous GFRP barrier walls subjected to blast loading. Figure A-10a shows the
blast pressure distribution at the wall front while Figure A-10b shows the vertical strain contours.
Good predictions were obtained for the accelerations and strains in the walls; however, a higher
damping was observed in the experiments, which was attributed to the lightness of the barrier
walls. The acceleration-time history is shown in Figure A-11

Figure A-9 Wall Shape and Charge Location (Asprone et al. 2009)
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a) Blast Pressure Distribution at the wall.
b) Strain Contours at Z-Direction
Figure A-10 Blast Pressure Distribution and Strain Contours (Asprone et al. 2009)

Figure A-11 Experimental and Analytical Acceleration-Time Histories (Asprone et al. 2009)
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Griffin (2008) at North Carolina State University studied progressive collapse and demolition of
reinforced concrete structures using the AEM. The research performed a nonlinear dynamic
analysis to obtain 3D simulations for two full scale demolitions of Crabtree Sheraton Hotel,
Raleigh, NC and Stubbs Tower located at Savannah, GA. In the case of the Stubbs Tower
demolition these results were released prior to the actual demolition of the structure which means
it was a perfectly blind numerical test. The results for both cases were in excellent agreement
with the actual behavior of the structures. The Sheraton Hotel case is shown in Figure A-12
while the blind numerical test of Stubbs Tower is shown in Figure A-13. The research team
concluded that the software is capable of successfully modeling progressive collapse scenarios
and that the advancement in knowledge and computing integrated into this software could
provide invaluable benefit to society, in form of reducing cost and increasing safety.

1

2

3

Figure A-12 Comparison between Actual and Analytical Demolition Sequence of Sheraton Hotel, Raleigh NC
(Griffin 2008)
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(1)

(3)

(2)

(4)

Figure A-13 Blind numerical test Comparison between Actual and Analytical Demolition Sequence of Stubbs
Tower, Savannah, GA (Griffin 2008)

Tokal and Najm (2007) at Rutgers University studied protecting bridges against blast loads. They
used ELS® to investigate the effect of various blast scenarios on reinforced concrete bridges as
shown in Figure A-14. They studied the effect of different factors on the structural behavior such
as standoff distance, charge weight, angle of incidence in addition to structural properties. They
used ELS® to track the structure through various stages of collapse.

Figure A-14 Bridge Collapse due to Blast Scenario (Tokal 2007)
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Lupoae and Bucur (2009) studied the use of AEM in simulating collapse of buildings in a joint
research project between the Romanian Military Technical Academy and the Romanian
Technical University of Civil Engineering. They modeled the collapse of an actual reinforced
concrete building with load bearing walls and columns. The 33 m high building was very close
to another smaller structure with a small 5 cm gap in-between. The mode and direction of failure
are shown in Figure A-15. The results of the simulation were in good correlation to the actual
mode of failure. The research team also used ELS® to study the variation of the axial forces and
deformations in the columns to better understand how the structure responded to column removal
and how the deformations propagated along the height of the structure.

Figure A-15 Comparison between Actual and Analytical Collapse Shape (Lupoae 2009)
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Mohamed et al. (2009) studied the use of AEM in modeling the nonlinear behavior of FRP-toconcrete joint assemblies. The research team at North Carolina State University used the built in
models in ELS® to model the properties of concrete and wet lay-up FRP sheets attached to it.
They also modeled FRP spike anchors used to increase the bond strength of the joint assembly.
They compared the results of the nonlinear static analysis to the results of the experimental
testing of the joint assemblies and found that although the model overestimated the
displacements, it was successful in predicting the peak load at which the joint fails with a margin
of error of less than 5% for all the studied cases as shown in Table A-1.
Table A-1: Comparison of Failure Load between Experiment and AEM (Mohamed et al. 2009)
Test specimen

Experimental (kN)

AEM model (kN)

% of experimental

Control (no FRP anchor)

19.6

18.6

95

FRP anchor with fiber sheet length 100 mm

22.7

23.4

103

FRP anchor with fiber sheet length 200 mm

23.3

23.4

100

Karbassi and Nollet (2008) studied the application of AEM in evaluation of seismic vulnerability
for existing buildings. In order to validate the accuracy of the ELS® software they compared the
experimental results of monotonic loading of a concrete shear wall with the output of pushover
analysis performed by ELS®. The results agree acceptably in both the linear and nonlinear area
as seen in Figure A-16.
They classified the existing structures into 12 classes based on construction material and
structural system. They used the AEM to develop the capacity curves of different building
classes. They defined the damage states “slight”, “moderate”, “extensive”, and “complete” based
on the observation of the structural damages (Figure) in the building. Through the definition of
different damage states for each building class, a numerical value can be assigned to each
damage state on the capacity curve as the control points which are used to develop the fragility
curves. These curves can then be used to compare the seismic response of different building
classes with a specific seismic demand, which correlate potential structural deficiencies with
structural characteristics for different classes.
The research team at the University of Quebec chose the AEM to perform the analysis rather
than the FEM due to superiority of the AEM method implemented in ELS® in modeling
progressive collapse of existing building especially masonry structures. They noted that the
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AEM model can provide a comprehensive analysis and visualization of structural behavior
during different loading stages from small displacement in the elastic mode to element separation
and building collapse.

Figure A-16 Pushover Analysis and Experimental Test (Karbassi 2008)

Figure A-17 Structural Damages in the Masonry Building at Different Steps of the Pushover Analysis
(Karbassi 2008)
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Wibowo et al. (2009) studied modeling progressive collapse of reinforced concrete bridges
during earthquakes. For initial verification nonlinear dynamic analysis of a reinforced concrete
frame was performed using ELS® and using SAP2000®. Comparison of the results showed that
the results of the AEM are in excellent agreement with FEM as shown in Figure A-18. After
verification of the method it was used to model an eight-bay reinforced concrete bridge subjected
to earthquake loading. The collapse sequence of the bridge led the research team at Carleton
University to conclude that AEM can accurately predict the progressive collapse behavior of the
bridge from the initiation of failure until final collapse stage.

Figure A-18 Comparison between Bridge Response using ELS® and SAP2000® (Wibowo 2009)

A.2 Other Collapse and Demolition Simulations using AEM
A.2.1 Simulation of the Oklahoma 1995 Bombing
The Alfred P. Murrah Building was the target of a terrorist attack in which a truck bomb was
detonated in front of its north side destroying almost all the north half of the structure. ASI
simulated the effects of the blast by creating a complete ELS® model of the structure taking all
the structural details into consideration. The nonlinear dynamic structural analysis, Figure A-19,
showed that the column nearest to the bomb location was destroyed as a direct result of the blast,
which resulted in the failure of the transfer girder above it. This led to progressive collapse of
the girders on the fourth through ninth floors. The results of the ELS® analysis agree with the
observed failure mode. The results are published at (Tagel-Din and Nabil Rahman, 2006)
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Actual failure
AEM Simulations
Figure A-19 Alfred P. Murrah Building Collapse Simulation

A.2.2 Collapse Analysis of Minnesota I-35W Bridge (August 2007)
One of the recent tragic examples of progressive collapse is the case of I-35W steel deck truss
bridge located in the city of Minneapolis. The bridge collapsed entirely on the first of August
2007 resulting in about 115 casualties.
ASI was involved in a forensic analysis to verify the possible reasons of the catastrophic failure
of the bridge. A sophisticated simulation was created by modeling the connections in detail
(gusset plate and bolts). Additionally, the weakening in the connection, caused by corrosion, was
modeled by using a gusset plate with reduced thickness. The results of these analyses helped
confirm the cause of failure of the bridge. The mode of failure predicted by the ELS® model was
very close to the mode of failure observed in the actual failure as shown in Figure A-20.

Snapshot of the ELS® model halfway through failure
Actual failure of the bridge
Figure A-20 I-35W Bridge Collapse Simulation
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A.2.3 Demolition of St. Francis Central Hospital, Pittsburgh, USA, 2008
Saint Francis Central Hospital was successfully demolished on March 22, 2008. However, there
was a different story before this successful story. There was a previous failed attempt to
demolish the building using controlled collapse. In February, demolition workers tried to pull
down the gutted 10-story hospital in February after cutting several support beams, but their
cables snapped. After several attempts and many hours they decided to call it quits.
At this stage, the services of ASI were requested. ASI performed two tasks: a vulnerability
assessment of the existing structure under the effect of wind loads and a demolition analysis
based on the new demolition plan which involved the use of explosives.
ASI constructed a full model of the structure using ELS®. The model included all the available
details based on the original structural drawings and based on the changes that were made during
the first attempt of demolition using controlled collapse. The ASI simulation showed that the
components of the main structural system including vertical members, girders and reinforced
concrete slabs are not affected by wind loading and no damage was observed in the pre-cast
panels as shown in Figure A-21. ASI estimated that there is a low potential of failure for the
building under the effect of high winds. ASI also estimated that is safe for demolition workers to
enter the building to do the work necessary to implode the building using explosives.
ASI also performed a simulation of the new demolition scenario proposed by Dykon Explosive
Demolition Corporation. This simulation which was created before the demolition assured the
contractor, the local authorities, the owners and occupants of neighboring buildings that this time
the demolition will go as planned. The actual implosion went very close to the simulation as
shown in Figure A-22.
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Figure A-21 Wind Load Analysis of St. Francis Hospital at Pittsburgh after Failed Demolition

Figure A-22 Comparison between Actual Demolition and Simulations of St. Francis Hospital at Pittsburgh

A.2.4 Demolition of Tule Lake Lift Bridge
The two support towers of the Tule Lake Lift Span Bridge were blasted in April 2008 after the
bridge's span was removed a month earlier. Discovery channel tasked ASI to prepare an ELS®
model for this demolition event. It was crucial to ensure that the demolition of the towers will not
cause a hazard to the navigation in the shipping channel. ASI was required to model several
what-if scenarios in addition to the actual demolition scenario that was actually implemented.
Using original construction plans, the structure was modeled taking all the structural elements
into consideration: columns, girders, bracings, and lattice. The ASI team created several
scenarios to show some of the possible “bad” scenarios where the towers or parts of them may
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fall into the shipping channel and obstruct it. The ELS® model of the implemented scenario was
a perfect match to the real-life case.
The comparison between the actual demolition and the computer simulation is shown in Figure
A-23. The analysis demonstrates the ability of ELS® to simulate the actual failure of such a steel
structure taking into consideration the precise timing of element removal and predicting the
impact force on the ground and the impact location of all components of the structure. The
behavior of the plastic hinge formed matches the reality very well indications the accuracy of
AEM to capture the automatic formation of plastic hinges during structural collapse.

Figure A-23 Tule Lake Bridge Collapse Simulation
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A.2.5 Demolition of Charlotte Coliseum
The historic Charlotte Coliseum was demolished in June 2007. It was the first time that ASI
prove the ability of ELS® to accurately predict the progressive collapse of a structure prior to an
actual implosion or other extreme loading threat by submitting a full simulation to the developer,
the general contractor, and the demolition contractor prior to the actual demolition
Using original construction plans the structure was modeled taking all the structural elements
into consideration: steel and composite columns and girders, masonry walls, dome truss, and
concrete slabs. All the demolitions preparations and existing conditions were included in the
ELS® model such as sloped terrain, cuts and v-cuts in the steel sections and columns, precise
timing of the removal for column groups and dome elements.
The results of the nonlinear dynamic simulation, shown in Figure A-24, were used to plan the
actual demolition, modify some details regarding the demolition sequence, and provide
assurance regarding the safety of the demolition sequence.

1

2

3

4

Figure A-24 Charlotte Coliseum Demolition Simulation
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